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INTR€3DUCTI0N 
Movement of water in soil saturated under positive water pressure is 
fairly well understood and can be well described in its fundamental nature 
by Darcy's law* While the pressure-saturated case (pressure-saturated 
aieaning that the pressure in the soil water is greater than atmospheric) 
undoubtedly is of considerable in^ortance in soil) it is really Just a 
beginning. Agriculturally it is required that soils shall be drained to 
some point v^ere adequate aeration is possible. This will not occur in 
a pressure-saturated soil. 
Consider the removal of ponded water by sane drainage syst^, such as 
open ditches or tile drains. As the water seeps downward through the soil, 
the problem is one of pressure-saturated flow as long as free water remains 
on the surface of the region being considered. However, as the free water 
surface subsides beneath the soil surface, a «4iole new series of considera­
tions is introduced. 
First, from the physical stamipoint, the moisture content of the upper 
layers is reduced as the larger pores yield their water. As the free water 
surface (or water table) recedes, progressively smaller pores are drained. 
As the pores lose water, air is drawn into the soil. In addition, the 
further removal of water from the unsaturated region follows a pattern 
different from the one i^ich existed formerly, since drainage can only pro­
ceed through pore channels idiich contain water. This region of soil above 
the water table may be termed the capillary region since surface tension 
forces are of considerable consequence. 
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Secondly, the wathOTiatical treatsaent of the more complex physical 
picture also become# more-involved. Equations and fo»Bulas become more 
complicated ami restricted in application. In fact, the total co^lexity 
of the mathematical and physical processes has proved so far, in the 
solution of the problem, to be an insumiuntable barrier as far as the 
general case of unsaturated moisture conditions is concerned. 
Zt should be mention^ that at this complex stage practical interest 
in the problem is greater than ever. Excess v^ter has been withdrawn, and 
in its place is found the air inrtnich is so necessary for plant growth. The 
foiraerly flooded region, other essential factors pexmitting, has become a 
better medium for plants of agronomic value. 
"Pie purpose of this study was to investigate the contribution of the 
capillary region above the water table to the movement of soil water. Zn 
the past, solutions to ground titter flow probl^s, «^ere a subsoil water 
table exists, have in many cases been based on the assumption that water 
movement in the capillary region above the water table is negligible com>-
par^ to the flow beneath. This assu^tion is hardly reasonable since it 
is knowni by experiment that many soils are essentially saturated for a 
finite distance above the water table; hence, the hydraulic conductivity 
in this near*saturated capillary region should be practically the same as 
in the pressure-saturated region below the water table. Thus, for the 
same geometry of flow the contribution of the saturated capillary layer— 
the so-called capillary fringes—should be of the same order of magnitude 
as that of the zone beneath. 
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The specific objectives as originally envisioned were three, namely 
(1) to ascertain how the capillary fringe has been handled in the past by 
the few investigators who have atteaqpted to take it into account, (2) to 
study the effect of the fringe for several siaqale flow cases and hence to 
demonstrate the order of magnitude of its contribution, and (3) to present, 
if possible, a general method for taking the fringe into account in flow 
problems other than the ones stvKjied specifically. As the problem 
developed it m& attacked both theoretically and experimentally. 
In addition, a more or less visionary objective was kept in mind. 
Science seeks to solve complex phenomena in terms of the less complex. 
Since pressure-saturated flow is less complex than the unsaturated case, 
it seems correct to attack the latter from the vantage point of the fozmer. 
Biis approach would seem even more plausible if a region of transition 
could be found between the two extremes. Itow the capillary fringe is a 
transitional region. From the standpoint of moisture saturation it 
resembles the pressure-saturated region below it. By virtue of its position 
above the water table its moisture is under tension; thus, on this score 
the capillary fringe resembles the tension-unsaturated condition of the 
even higher regions of soil. Ihe term tension-unsaturated means that the 
soil moisture is under tension, and that the soil is unsaturated. Hence, 
one might expect the flow phenomena in the capillary fringe to be inter­
mediate between the pressure-saturated region below and the tension-
unsaturated region above. So, an elucidation of the principles governing 
flow in the capillary fringe conceivably might lead to a better umler-
standing of flow phenomena in the unsaturated region above it. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Literature relating to the capillary fringe may be found in abstract­
ing journals or imiexes under the general heading of "capillarity in 
soils", Hoi«ever, the aawjunt of publishes material on this latter subject 
is voluminous, and the present literature investigation does not purport 
to be exhaustive. Rather, an att^pt has been made to gather together 
pertinent references *^ich deal saore specifically with the problems con­
cerning the capillary fringe itself. 
The Capillary Fringe 
Definition and specification 
According to Tolman (41)*, the capillary fringe is "the zone 
iraoediately above the u^ter table in «Mch water is held above the water 
table by capillarity." This definition is not restricted to a saturated 
zone and hence differs from the implied definition given previously in 
the Introduction of this thesis. 
Information on the definition of the fringe seems meager, but Luthin 
and Miller (26) it^ly that the one given by Tolman is the one generally 
accepted by research workers, especially in dry regions where the region 
above the water table is wetted from below. They attribute to Childs (5, 
p. 318) the restriction of the term so as to refer only to the saturated 
region. 
^Figures in parentheses refer to Literature Cited. 
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However, It appears that the distinction, at least in principle, 
was recognized earlier by Walter (49), In a proposed classification of 
subsoil mters he suggested that three zones be recognized, (a) the zone 
of aeration, (b) the zone of co»plete capillary saturation, and (c) the 
zone of positive hydrostatic pressure. It is easily seen that (b) 
corresponds to C^ilds* capillary fringe, and that (a) ami (c) are 
respectively ec^ivalent to the tension-unsaturated and pressure-saturated 
regions described in the Introduction. 
ISalter also suggested naaes for the lines (or surfaces) of demarcation 
between the three zones. For the boundary between zones (a) and (b) he 
proposed "saturation line", and for the zero-pressure line (actually 
atmspheric-pressure line) betmieen zones (b) and (c) he suggested "phreatic 
line*. It should be pointed out that the phreatic line (or surface) is 
equivalent to the mtet table as defined earlier in the Introduction, 
It seems to the present author that Walter's suggestions are good, 
particularly with regard to his saturation line as designating the upper 
boundary of the saturated capillary region. Hie existence of such a line 
has not been emphasized in the past, but it is an inqMrtant concept, 
particularly in drainage problems n^iere the level of moisture must be 
reduced below saturation to provide proper environment for the plant root. 
In a soil vtfiich has the capacity to develop a rather thick capillary layer, 
it might be relatively single to reduce the height of the water table, but 
perhaps more difficult to lower the line of saturation. In a coarse-
textured soil the saturation line might essentially correspond to the 
phreatic line, but in fine textured soils (which usually are more in need 
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of drainage) the two lines might be relatively widely separated. Hence, 
in the remainder of this dissertation the capillary fringe will designate 
the saturated capillary region, »rfiile phreatic line and saturation line 
vd.ll be used as Walter has suggested. 
If a sas^ple of soil is saturated with water under pressure and the 
pressure then released until there is actually a pressure deficiency 
(tension), the moisture status of the soil will di^emi in some manner 
upon the tension applied. The particular pattern of dependence will 
depei^ upon the ^ore-size distribution, but by applying enough tension 
it is always possible to reach point (as A in Figure 1) beyond vi^ich 
the SKJisture content noticeably decreases with the applied tension. 
The determination of such curves as in Figure 1 has been of common 
occurrence in soils work| hence Qtilds (3) suggested that they be called 
soil HKJisture characteristic curves, with abbreviation to soil moisture 
characteristic. Ccmon usage has abbreviated the term still further to 
singly moisture characteristic, n^ich will be used here in subsequent 
discussion. 
The wisture characteristic is useful in specifying the capillary 
fringe. By the very nature of things the tension of the soil moisture 
increases with Increasing height above the phreatic surface, since the 
tension, in length of water column, is sia^ly the height above the 
phreatic surface. Hence, a plot of soil moisture versus height above the 
phreatic surface is simply the moisture characteristic. 
The height of the capillary fringe, following Childs (5), is 
specified by the point at vdiich the moisture characteristic breaks 
noticeably from a previous course at or near saturation. Referring to the 
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drying curve of Figure i, the height of capillary fringe for this 
material, which is sand, would be a height of water coluean equal to a 
pressure of 10 (T/r) units, where T is the surface tension and r is the 
radius of curvature of the air-wraiter interface. A »ore convenient pro­
cedure would be the plotting of moisture values against tension expressed 
in length of water col^om so that the height of the fringe could be read 
directly from the abscissa. The curves in Figure 1 were taken from 
Haines (l?) ami the tensions in terms of water coltmn heights were not 
given. 
Figure 1, ho*s®ver, illustrates an additional con^lication in speci­
fication of the capillary fringe, and that is brought out by the curve 
labelled *wtting**. In this secoiKi curve a plateau occurs at about 80 
to 85 percent saturation, but at tensions greater than about 5 (T/r) 
units the laoisture content falls markedly. In no case is there 100 
percent saturation, not even at zero tension. Both curves, however, were 
deteraiined on the same sample of sand. It is obvious that one's decision 
regarding the capillary fringe would be vastly different depending upon 
the curve used. In the strict sense, the sand would not possess a capillary 
fringe on the basis of the wetting curve. 
The type of behavior noted here is the hysteresis effect and was 
first rej«>rted by Haines (17), from whose work these curves are taken. 
The drying curve was obtained by first wetting the sand under hydrostai-ic 
pressure and then applying tension so that water would be r^soved. After 
a certain amount of tension had been applied {mm than shown on the graph), 
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Figure 1. Moisture characteristic curves for sand, data of Haines (17). 
For the drying curve, the capillary fringe region extends 
from the left-hand ordinate to the point A. 
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the soil was allowed to re-absorb water at progressively smaller 
tensions, thus resulting in the wetting curve. It is obvious that the 
wetting atKl drying are not reversible| that is, the moisture status is 
not a single-valued function at a given pressure value, but depends upon 
the manner in vMch the pressure value is approached. 
Even if the plateau of the wetting curve were displaced upwards to 
coincide with the drying curve, the fringe, vriiile existing in this event, 
would still not be the sa«© as the fringe determined from the drying 
curve. Hence, to specify the capillary fringe status of a soil one must 
also state the manner in which s^isture changes are being effected; that 
is, vt^ether the soil is drying (or draining), or whether it is wetting. 
In setting up the definition of the fringe, Qiilds (5), n^ile not saying 
so specifically, ms ur^oubtedly referring to the drying part of the 
hysteresis loop. In drainage work this would be the proper choice of 
curve. 
The effect of hysteresis on the capillary fringe has also been noted 
by Tolman (41, p. 157), He illustrates, with diagrams, the difference 
in the fringe for a rising water table coa^ared to one that is falling. 
From his treatment it is also possible to infer that the height of the 
fringe for the wtting case (rising water table) will be smaller than 
for the drying case (falling mtex table). 
Figure 2 is a sch«i^tic diagram of a capillary fringe under static 
conditions. The shaded upper boundary of the fringe corresponds to 
point A in Figure 1. 
Flfuw 2, lepres®nttti©n of a static ctpiilary fringe as it oight 
©CGWjp in the field. 
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It should be pointed out that not all porous materials will exhibit 
a sharp break in the moisture characteristic as at point A in Figure 1, 
As the pore-size range increases, the curve tends to break less sharply 
because the drainage process occurs more evenly. This makes it some­
what difficult to determine the saturation line at the top of the fringe; 
hence, the upper boundary in Figure 2 Is shown as diffuse. 
It may be well to Illustrate the locations of Walter's (49) various 
zones in Figures 1 and 2. Ihe zone of capillary saturation has already 
been indicated. The zone of hydrostatic pressure would appear to the 
left of the left-harKj ordinate In Figure 1, and below the water table 
in Figure 2, The zone of aeration occurs to the right of point A in 
Figure I for the drying curve, and to the right of the left-hand ordinate 
for the wetting curve. In Figure 2 the zone of aeration Is located 
above the diffuse *llne* of saturation, 
Bie concept of a saturated capillary zone has also appeared In the 
writings of other soils workers. Zunker's (51) classification of soli 
water, vitiich is widely qiuoted, contains a *(3rundwasser zone**, a 
**Kaplllarwas8er zone", ami a **lufthaltlge zone**. From his diagram and 
a somewtfiat free translation of German, It ajc^ears that these are 
equivalent respectively to Walter's zones of hydrostatic pressure, 
capillary saturation, amJ aeration, 
Terzaghi (40) In studies of capillary rise Into dry sands from a 
phreatlc surface has designated the lower part of the wetted sand column 
as being "capillary saturated,** He does not give this region a name, 
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but notes that this height of capillary saturation is less than the 
aaximviiB height to *diich the vwtted front vdll rise. This capillary 
saturated section may correspond to the plateau of the wetting curve 
of Figure 1, 
Pressure characteristics 
Walter (49) has pointed out that the most iji^rtant difference 
between the zone of capillary saturation and the zone of hydrostatic 
pressure is in the type of pressure considerations. Below the phreatic 
surface the pressure increases above atsaospheric linearly with depth, 
Above the phreatic surface the pressure decreases below atmospheric 
linearly with height, ffote that the latter part of the preceding sen­
tence is equivalent to saying that tension increases linearly with 
height, 
Sitz (38) has aiade similar observations about the pressure con­
siderations, Even though he confines himself to capillary tubes, he 
demonstrates rather clearly that not only is there the linear pjressure 
dependence, as stated above, but also that this linear dependence in the 
capillary fringe is nerely a continuation of the same linear dependence 
in the region below the phreatic line. He also shows that one may think 
of the water In the capillary fringe as being under a vacuum, and he 
Illustrates this nicely »dth diagrams. In this connection it is well 
to note that Vedernikov (45) has used the concept of a vacuum at the 
fringe boundary to solve a problem in fringe flow. This will be referred 
to later. 
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Oiilds (5),iirfJ0se work will also be referred to later, has also used 
the concept of vacuun, or negative pressure, in his studies of the fringe. 
He criticizes lyckoff, Botset, and Muskat (50) for having asserted that 
the pressure at the upper fringe boundary is atmospheric. In this 
connection Sitz* ideas may be useful. He points out that in passing 
from a region below the phreatic surface, up through the capillary tube, 
and out through the meniscus, the pressure varies in the follovdng mannert 
Below the phreatic surface the pressure is greater than atmospheric and 
decreases linearly to atiaospheric at the phreatic surface. Continuing 
up through the capillary tube, the pressure decreases below atiaospheric 
on the same straight line as foraerly until the meniscus is reached. 
In passing through the meniscus the pressure juu^s, discontinuously, 
back to atmospheric. Hence, both Childs and lyckoff et are right 
provided that the foraer was thinking of pressure underneath the meniscus, 
and that the latter were thinking of the pressure outside the meniscus. 
Sitz further points out that the capillary fringe will quickly 
adjust itself to dynamic conditions and will continue to be present for 
cases in w^ich the phreatic surface is curved as a result of flow. 
Thus, he concludes that one should e)qpect an effect on the flow if a 
fringe is present, and he cites Wyckoff ^  jl, (50) as evidence that 
it does happen in practice. He does not mention changes in the fringe 
itself as a result of viscous flow through it. 
The fact that the pressure of the wmter in the capillary fringe is 
less than atmospheric has an in^ortant consequence for the fringe in the 
dynamic state. This is enfcodied in the outflow law stated by Richard8(36) 
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that: "Outflow of free water fro» soil occurs only if the pressure in 
the soil water exceeds atmospheric,* Hence, there is placed a certain 
restriction upon flow in the capillary fringe. Water can move into the 
fringe from the phreatic surface, but the fringe likewise must discharge 
its flow into a phreatic surface, since water cannot flow directly across 
a fringe boundary into the atmosphere (except as a vapor). To do so 
wjuld violate the outflow law since by definition the fringe is under 
tension. Thus, if the fringe is to aake an addition to the flow i^ch 
occurs beneath the phreatic surface, it will have to perform similarly 
to a siphon. A siphon can transfer water only from one phreatic surface 
to another. Even then flow idll not occur unless there is a difference 
of potential between the two phreatic surfaces. 
Effect of the Capillary Region on Water Movement 
Since the term capillary fringe has been z^stricted to apply to the 
saturated zone, another terra must be employed to designate both the 
saturated and unsaturated capillary zones. Hence, the terra capillary 
region will be used in the sense of Including both the saturated and 
unsaturated zones. 
Capillary siphon 
Versluys (48) constructed a U-shaped pipe 5 cm. in diameter and 
filled it with dune sand. The pipe was inverted to fona an arch, the 
one leg of the 0 being placed in contact with a free water surface. 
Provision was made to raise atKi lower the free tuater surface in the one 
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leg, but was always maintained above the end of the other leg of the 
U vAiich extended into the atnosphere. The top of the U-shaped arch 
was open to the atmosphere. Measurements of flow were nade after the 
sand had been completely wetted by capillarity and water was being 
discharged at the lower end of the outer leg. The height of coii^lete 
capillary saturation for the sand was 29.3 cm. 
The initial measur^ents were made with the water level near the 
arch of the siphon. Succeeding measurements were taken with the water 
level progressively lower. ITie flow rate «as reduced as the distance 
from the water level to the crest of the siphon increased, but it did 
not stqp until this distance was 154 cm., or 5.3 times the height of 
coB^lete capillary saturation. Thus, even with a substantial aoKtunt 
of unsaturation of the soil in the siphon, a measurable amount of water 
was conducted through it. 
McLaughlin (28) performed a slightly different experiment. He 
built a flume about 10 ft, long with a short 45® hook at one end. The 
flme was filled with soil &nd the hook-shaped end placed in contact 
with a free water surface. Water had to move upwards 4 in. by capillarity 
before it could move laterally, and eventually downward, in the soil of 
the flume. The main body of the flume was projected downward at an angle 
of 45®, with the lower end well below the free water surface. Four days 
after the vi^ole column was mt by capillarity, mater was dripping from 
the lower end of the flume. Moisture sanq^les revealed that novi^ere in 
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the #iole coltawTi, except possibly at the lower end, was the percentage 
of moisture as great as that of capillary saturation, 
Ttie results of his study led McLaughlin to suggest that swanking 
of lands aight in some cases be caused by natural capillary siphons. 
As another exaa^ile of such a siphon he suggested earthen dams vrttose 
core walls do not extend very far above the level of vmter «^ich they 
must contain. 
Actually this second case had occurred in Gearmany several years 
before McLaughlin's experiments, Zunker (51) reports that a 20 km, 
section of the Berlin-Stettin Canal contained clay core walls (in the 
banks) wdiich extended only 30 ca. above the level of the water in the 
canal. The seepage loss was 2B I, per sec. When another 40 cm. of 
height was added to the core wall, the loss was reduced to 6 1. per sec. 
The difference in seepage loss presvmbly represented the effect of 
the capillary siphon v^ich existed wdien the core wall was too low. 
Radial flow of ifwter 
As mentioned in the Introduction, various flow problems involving 
water under hydrostatic pressure have been solved using Darcy's law. 
The aathematical fovm for this law is 
Q = KA AlVi, (1) 
where 
Q = quantity of water per unit tiae, or flow 
K •« hydraulic coruiluctivity 
A a cross sectional area of soil column 
n 
AH = driving head, or potential difference 
i. * length of soil column. 
The differential for® for the law is q«-.K where q « flow 
per unit area C/A, 0 is the potential function and s is the displace* 
ment in any arbitrary direction. The minus sign irrficates that the 
velocity of flow is in the direction of potential decrease. By using 
the differential form along «dth the ecpation of continuity for an 
incompressible li<{uid such as water, there results the familiar Laplace 
ecjuation V « 0, The pTOcess is outlined in detail by Muskat (31, 
p. 132). 
The Laplace equation is a conmaon one in physics. It possesses 
an infinite number of solutions, Using it, along with the proper 
boundary conditions, it is possible, at least in principle, to obtain 
a solution for any flow problem. 
Starting with the rigorous approach just outlined, Wyckoff, Botset, 
amJ Muskat (50) attes^ted to solve the problem of radial flow into a 
vertical ii»ll. This problem can be solved easily for certain types of 
geometry, but they were interested in the case v^ere a phreatic line 
is present, TTiey built a sand mdel Krtjich was a radial wedge of 15®, 
with a radius rj « 152.4 cm, A sectional view perpendicular to an axial 
plane is given in Figure 3, l^e inlet level of water is maintained at 
a height and the outlet level, #iich coriresponds to the level of 
mtef in the mil of radius r^, is at a height The phreatic line 
through the sand i» indicated by the variable Zg, 
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Figure 3, Schematic view of the capillary fringe in the radial flow 
problem of Vfyckoff et (50). The view is sectional, and 
perpendicular to an axial plane. The indicated streamline 
is schematic. 
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It can be seen that the phreatic line is not continuous between 
the inlet and outlet levels. The distance represents the height 
of #iat is termed a surface of seepage. The capillary fringe is imiicated 
by the shaded portion. Both the surface of seepage and the fringe 
coi^licate the analytical solution, so certain empirical sin^lifications 
were deduced. Only the treataient of the fringe will be considered here. 
As mentioned earlier Wyckoff ^  J|l. considered the pressure to be 
atiwjspheric, both at the top and bottom of the fringe, Childs (5) has 
criticized this, but Wyckoff et al. did not actually use these pressure 
considerations in handling the fringe. Instead, they merely considered 
it to be a radial conducting layer, of thickness 2c> subject to the same 
potential difference as the region beneath the phreatic line. This led 
to the expression 
wiiere Q^otal total flow, fr s 3,1416, and k g corresponds to 
the hydraulic conductivity. The other quantities in Equation 2 are 
show in Figure 3, 
For the flow Qg In the region below the phreatic surface Wyckoff 
et al. gave the follo^slng expression 
Clearly, the flow Qtotal Equation 2 reduces to of Equation 3 when 
%otal 
^ -rrkg-gCZi - Zw)(Zi » 2w f Zp) 
In r|/r^ 
(2) 
In Ti/r^ 
(3) 
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there Is no fringe| that is, * 0, It is se«n, then that the 
correction for the fringe involves an additional height Z^, the height 
of the fringe. 
Table 1 shows some conparisons between theory and experiment. In 
all cases Zi was enough sinaller than hg to peisnit the full value of 
(9,5 cm, for the sand which mu used) to be developed. Note the good 
agreement between Qtotal observed value of flow Q. The differ­
ence between Qtotal % represents the flow in the capillary fringe. 
Table 1, Observed flow and calculated flow for radial water 
im>veaent (50), in cubic centimeters per second 
Run Ho. Equation 2 
'^totaij 
Equation 1 
Q» 
observed 
1 3.06 3,76 3,90 
2 3.09 4.98 4,95 
3 2.70 4,47 4,55 
4 1,18 2,37 2,50 
"Thiat flow actually did occur in the capillary fringe was demonstrated 
by placing saall qpiantities of black ink at various vertical positions 
along the inlet surface. The resulting streamers in the u|:^er part of 
the sand crossed the phreatic surface into the fringe, but dropped 
back dow beneath the phreatic surface near the outlet. This general 
trend is indicated by the scheaatic line marked "streamline* in Figure 3, 
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Q)ilds, Cole, ai^ Edwards (lO) have also applied corrections for 
the capillary fringe in radial flow. Their main subject of interest 
was in regaard to the measurement of hydraulic conductivity by boring 
tvi» vertical holes (wells) into the soil beneath the water table and 
puiif>ing water from one hole to the other until a steady flow is achieved. 
The phreatic surface at the well with lower water level is similar in 
shape to that indicated in Figure 3. 
The fringe coxxectlon is made as follows. Assume that the flow 
Q between the wells for a potential difference is given by 
where k is the hydraulic comiuctivity per unit length of well below the 
phreatic surface| h is the height of water in the wells, and F is the 
correction for the capillary fringe. Assuming now that F « kh^, «diere 
hf is a height correction on h necessary because of the fringe, Equation 
4 becomes 
ixperiisental iseasurements were made of all the quantities in 
Equation 5 except hf, A plot of the data indicated a linear relation 
between Q/ A and h. From this plot an intercept value of hf was 
deteraidned. It turned out to be about half the height of the capillary 
fringe as determined from the moisture characteristic. Thus, to correct 
for fringe flow in the two-hole method of determining hydraulic 
(5) 
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conductivity, it Is necessajpy to add the value hf to the value of h 
wherever the latter appears in a for»ula. 
The ellipse equation for the water table 
Aronovici and Qonnan (2) have proposed an equation to permit the 
calculation of tile spacings for artificially drained land. The derivation 
of this equation depends upon two assua^tions, (a) that only horizontal 
flow of water occurs betvseen tile lines, and (b) that the hydraulic 
gradient at any horizontal distance from the tile line is equal to the 
8l<^e of the water table at that point. Their analysis leads to the 
following e)qpression, 
(6) 
Q 
«^ere S is the tile spacing, P is the hydraulic conductivity, a is the 
height of the drain tile above the ii^emeable layer, b is the height, 
above the la^ewaeable layer, of the water table midway between the tile 
lines, and Q is the flow per unit length of tile line, A diagram of the 
arrangement is given in (A) of Figure 4. The curved phreatic line is 
an ellipse. 
Van Schilfgaarde (43) has discussed Equation 6 at some length. 
He points out that Aronovici and Donnan wre not first in presenting it, 
Hooghoudt (18), and apparently others even before him, have given 
similar equations on the basis of similar assumptions. These assumptions 
in principle are ejabtxiied in the approximate Dupuit-Forchheiraer theory 
*^ich both Muskat (31) and Van Schilfgaarde (43) have analyzed rather 
carefully. Both investigators find that the IXipuit-Forchheiiner theory 
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Figure 4. IlftagraiBnatic illustrations of elliptically shaped water 
tables and the associated capillary fringes. (A) is adapted 
from Aronovici and Donnan (2); (B) is adapted from Hooghoudt (18). 
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leads to a oiathraatieal absurdity. Muskat concludes that any agreement 
of Dupuit-Forchheimer theory sdth observed facts is wdiolly fortuitous. 
Van Schilfgaarde, niAiile fully cognizant of the approximation, points 
out that in cases Mdiere the region of flow is of large horizontal extent 
relative to the depth, the streamlines (for either an open ditch or tile) 
will be approximately horizontal through a large part of the medium| 
hence, vertical velocities can be neglected and a useful result may be 
obtained in fairly simple form, 
Returning now to the ellipse equation, Donnan (15) tested it 
experimentally in a sand tank. He found that theory and experiment 
agreed fairly well in^en the water table was near the soil surface, 
{discrepancies became fairly large as the water table fell farther below 
the soil surface. At this stage he discovered the work of HooghoiMjt(l8) 
arai with it the suggestion of horizontal flow in the capillary fringe, 
Hooghoudt's case is shown in (B) of Figure 4. His ecpiation is 
o . KHQZ - hpg) (7, 
e 
«#iere Q as usual represents the flow, k is the hydraulic conductivity, 
and the other syrtaols are as shovm in (B) of Figure 4, The similarity 
between Equations 6 and 7 is evident. Both predict that the shape of 
the water table will be elliptical. 
Since a basic premise in the derivation of Equation 7 is the 
asswasption of horizontal flow (from Ikipuit-Forchheimer theory), it 
seemed reasonable to Hooghoudt si^ly to add to H© and h© the height 
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of the capillary fringe to correct for the horizontal flow occurring in 
it. By asking this correction, his e^rinental values checked closely 
wdth the theoretical, thus indicating an aj^reciable flow in the fringe. 
Since he also had asswed only horizontal flow, Donnan corrected 
the a and b in his equation by adding to each of them the height of the 
capillary fringe. This brought his calculated values very nicely in 
line with the observed values, within an error range of 3 to 5 percent. 
Van Schilfgaarde (43) has given the aathematical justification for 
tk>nmn*s and Hooghoudt*s procedure. It consists of incorporating the 
effect of an added comlucting layer into the differential equation wdiich 
comes from the Dupuit-Forchheiaier theory, When the analysis is con^leted 
there emerges a isodifi^ fonn of Equation 7 in v^ich the height of the 
fringe is added to both HQ and h^. 
The fringe in electric analogue studies 
Qiilds (4,5,6,7,8) has investigated the problem of drainage by 
the use of electric analogues. Reference to Equation 1 shows that if 
Q is interpreted as electric current, AH as difference in electric 
potential (voltage), and K as electrical conductivity, then Ohm's law 
results D^ere the resistance R » Thus, if one can construct an 
electric flow model completely analogous to the desired water flow 
problem, the electric model will give results which are as a{:^licable 
to the flow problem as to the electric model itself, 
Chllds (4) begins his stwly with a coBf»lete rejection of the 
ellipse equation discussed in the previous section. He says that the 
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simplifying assuiiE^tions are so invalid that to make them is equivalent 
to assuming a solution. 
In his second paper (5) he considers the equilibrium water table 
above a tile drain for the case of constant rainfall. As his basic 
working unit he chooses a section consisting of a half-spacing as 
shown in Figure 5, The straight line A'AC* is located at the midpoint 
between the tile lines, tine B* B D* passes through the tile drain 
located at B, In general tm cases were considered for the location 
of the impewaeable layer, at A' B' and at AB, All of the results 
quoted in this discussion will be for the is^exiaeable layer located 
at AB, 
For the case of steady rainfall, the broken line CD was found to 
represent the position of the water table. Wien a fringe (50 cm., a 
large but reasonable value) iiaposed on the water table, the 
position of the mter table was shifted to the solid line CO, M^ich is 
but little different from the broken line (33. Thus, the effect of the 
fringe on the water table was practically negligible. 
The »asured value of potential (in this case pressure) along the 
fringe boundary C*D* ir^icated a value of -44.3 cm, of water instead 
of -50 cm, as would be true for the static case, Ihe difference can 
be accounted for as being the potential required to maintain viscous 
flow through the fringe. 
Qiilds points out that his result for the fringe contribution 
differs from Hooghoudt*s finding mentioned earlier. However, Oiilds 
notes that in his own case the fringe adds a layer of conducting medium. 
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but since the flow is appreciably vertical, the addition of the fringe 
increases the resistance. The increase in potential ( -44,3 ~ (-50) 
s 5,7 ca, of mtex) largely offsets the additional resistance and 
hence the water table is only slightly affected. In Hooglwudt's case 
the fringe is added in a manner that causes the effective cross section 
open to flow to be increased. 
In a later paper Childs (8) investigates the effect of the fringe 
on the falling ««ter table. Hhis was done by establishing a steady 
««ter table at the surface of the soil and then stopping the "rain". 
The shape of the mter table ms then determined at different times, 
A set of three curves, all corresporxling to the same intermediate 
time value, is shown in Figure 5, The curve FCa represents the water 
table without a capillazy fringe, BG represents the water table with 
a fringe, «^He E'G* represents the upper boundary of the fringe 
corresponding to IG, 
The vertical positions of these curves with respect to each other 
seem to hold fairly well throughout the vsdtole drainage period| that Is, 
E'G* > re > BG, The lag of i*G* behind FG Is credited by Oiilds to the 
increased resistance to vertical flow caused by the fringe, without an 
addition of potential as was the case for the steady water table. 
However, the complete set of curves shows that the point E* does 
catch up with F before F reaches its final equilibrium point at the top 
of the tile line, Howver, 1* never goes lowr than the height specified 
by the height of the tile line plus EE* (or GG*), vdiereas F will drop to 
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Figure 5. Diagrammatic illustration of water tables and capillary fringes 
adapted from Childs (5,8). CD and C*D* are for a steady 
water table, FG, K3, and E*G* for the falling water table. 
The fringes shown are for the ia^ermeable barrier A*B' at AB. 
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a point t^ich is level with the top of the tile line. The increase in 
velocity of E* relative to F is explained by caiilds as being the result 
of increased horizontal movement in the fringe as the levels drop ami 
the water table curves become flattened. 
With regard to Oiilds* work the distinction between the phreatic 
line and the saturation line seeas especially relevant. For his work 
discussed here, one's evaluation of the effect of the capillary fringe 
on drainage will depend upon whether the phreatic line or the saturation 
line is observed. From the standpoint of the phreatic line the capillary 
fringe is either of negligible effect, or actually aids drainage. In 
terms of the saturation line the fringe is in all cases a detriment 
to drainage. 
One more result of Qiilds' (7) will be discussed briefly. This 
relates to downhill seepage of water in an inclined, peraeable bed 
resting upon iiqsermeable material. A drain tile is placed perpendicular 
to the flow net to intercept the seepage. 
If the drain is placed in the middle of the bed, so-called perfect 
control will result if there is no capillary fringe. That is, 50 percent 
of the flow will be diverted. In the presence of a capillary fringe of 
one-tenth the thickness of the bed, only 40 percent of the flow is 
diverted. Thus, this represents another ease in vi^ich the presence 
of a fringe reduces the efficiency of drainage. 
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Seepage from a canal 
Vedernlkov (-te) has considered the seepage from a canal rectangular 
in cross section as showi in Figure 6, The sides of the canal AA' and 
E®* are ie^enneable v^lls. Water seeps out of the bottom of the canal 
into an infinite aediim of equigranular soil (as, for instance, uniform 
glass beads), wtfiich possesses a saturated capillary rise of h^ units 
of *«ter column. Since this is an ideal soil the saturation line is 
sharp and distinct} the moisture content is zero at heights above the 
capillary fringe. 
The water level in the canal is assumed to be constant idLth a 
depth H, Steady state flow into the infinite medium is assumed, meaning 
that a drainage layer occurs at some great depth and remains constant; 
that is, the water seeping fro® the canal does not build up a moumi. It 
is necessary to assume this to ensure that the flow net at great depth 
will be as indicated in the lower part of Figure 6, 
To take the capillary fringe into account Vedernikov considers 
the pressure along the line of saturation to be negative, or equal to 
-hy, Fmm this he proceeds to solve the problem by a conformal mapping 
procedure used by himself in an earlier paper (44), His final result is 
Q = kf (b+ 2Hv K/ki), (8) 
«ft©re Q is the flow seepage per unit length of canal, k£ is the 
hydraulic conductivity, b is the width of canal, • H hy, K is 
the elliptic integral of argument k, and is the elliptic integral 
of argtaaent (l - k^)^. For this particular case k is determined by b, 
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Figure 6. Flow net for seepage from a canal, taken from Vedernikov 
(45), Streamlines are Indicated by arrows, equipotentials 
by broken lines. 
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Hy, and h (see Figure 6 for the significance of h). 
If there were no capillary fringe present, h^ * 0 and Hy « H. It 
is clear that the effect of the fringe in this problem is to add a 
correction to the hydraulic head. Thus the presence of the capillary 
fringe, or soil vacuura as Vedernikov states it, increases the flow in 
the saae manner as an Increase in the level of water in the canal. 
This effect is further illustrated by Vedernikov by using the 
nuiaerical values of h, hy and H shown in Figure 6, The numerical 
values are expressed in meters. For the case of a capillary rise 
of 0,8 m,, with a water level in the canal of 1,2 m., the flow is 21.2 
percent larger than it would be if there were no capillary rise. 
If the capillary rise were increased to 2 ra, aruJ the height of 
water in the canal reduced essentially to zero, then the flow is 
increased 120 percent over what it would be without capillary rise. It 
is isftortant to note in this secomi case that the height of water in the 
canal is limited to being a very thin film over the bottom. 
This particular example of Vedernikov's presents a difficulty in 
fitting the definition of capillary fringe. The only region in Figure 
6 in *^ich the pressure in the soil mter is greater than atnmspheric, 
is the half-moon area indicated by ABCD. The rest of the region included 
in the flow net is all urxier tension even though still saturated. Thus, 
a very considerable portion, in fact most, of the flow region is 
saturated and under tension, but located under the water table. Hence 
it would seem that the definition of the fringe should inqaily the 
following three things: (a) saturation, or near-saturation, (b) pressure 
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less than atroospherlc, and (c) a location in contact with the water 
table, rather than specifying a location in any particular direction, 
Ihis particular problem of seepage froa a canal also appears in a 
iwjch shorter article by Vedemikov (47) in Ciennan. However, the original 
Russian publication as used here gives much In^rtant detail vi^ich Is 
(MBitted in the German article. 
The water table and flow in the capillary region 
In 1934, Van Mourik Broeknan and Buisraan (42) were studying the 
effect of the capillary layer on the stability of dans. Their primary 
concern was to dei!»)nstrate that the capillary region above the water 
table did contribute to instability as the result of differential tensions 
caused by flow of water through the region. By means of dye streamers 
they showed that the streamlines going into the capillary region crossed 
the phreatic surface, and hence the phreatic line could not represent 
the limiting line of flow, Furtheiwore, they concliKled that the stream­
line system in the capillary region formed a more or less continuous 
extension of the systecn existing below the water table, 
these two conclusions were stated in almost identical terms by 
Wyckoff et al, (50) two years earlier. Also, two years later in 1936, 
Walter (49) and Vedernikov (46) en^haslzed them again, Vedernlkov 
especially was very critical of many previous stvKlies on seepage since 
in most cases the phreatic line had been taken as the limiting stream­
line, thus ignoring the capillary region. He even suggests that 
neglecting the flow in th® capillary region Is responsible for the 
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apparent breakdoim of the I^puit assun^tions w^en ai^lled to seepage 
of water through dams. 
It is surprising, in view of the rather early recognition of the 
capillary contribution, that so few investigators have attempted to 
take it into account, lluskat (30) in 1935 published an elaborate paper 
on seepage through da»s, but he continued to assume that the phreatic 
line t^s the limiting streamline. The capillary effect is not even 
mentioned. This in spite of the fact that he was an author with 
Wyckoff and Botset (50) in 1932. 
The contribution of the capillary region vi^en the conductivity is decreased 
Most atteuftts to handle the capillary region have been restricted 
to the case of the hydraulic conductivity remaining essentially constant 
throughout both the pressure-saturated and capillary regions. Vedernikov 
(46), however, suggested that an exact solution could be obtained for 
the whole capillary region provided that the vertical position coordinate 
be expressed as h « t + a.h^, where t is the height of the pressure 
saturated region, hj^ is the total height of capillary rise and a is a 
function «^ich registers any change in hydraulic conductivity with height. 
As a first approximation, to be used with the Dupuit assumptions, he 
suggested that a be set equal to unity and that hj( be set equal to l^n, 
*Stere is the height of capillary saturation. Interestingly enough 
this is the exact procedure followed by Van Schilfgaarde (43) as 
mentioned earlier. 
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Luthln and Miller (26) have fwinted out that the starting point 
for an exact and rigorous solution of the complete capillary region is 
supplied by a HKxIified for® of LaHaces* equation which is 
*^ere the hydraulic conductivity K « K (x,y), 
Irfflay (20) proposes that K is a universal function of the degree of 
liquid saturation, the fo» of vMch is a cubic parabola. His experi­
mental work, however, is confined to sand, Richards and Moore (37), 
Dtilds and Collis-George (9), and Collis-Oeorge (13,14) have also 
studied the problem and have proposed methods for measuring the con­
ductivity as a function either of tension or nwisture saturation. 
SuJMaary of Literature Review 
The basic approach used by Wyckoff et (50), Hooghoudt (18), 
Donnan (15), and Qiilds (5,7,8,10) ii«s to consider the capillary fringe 
as an added corKHucting layer in ^ ich the conductivity was equal to the 
conductivity of the pressure-saturated region. The correction was 
effected by increasing the appropriate position or length variable by 
a constant amount. In all cases, except one of C^iilds' (lO), the added 
amount was made equal to the height of the capillary fringe. In the 
single exception (Guilds') the amount of length correction was deter­
mined eB^irically, and turned out to be about half of the fringe height. 
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Vedernikov (45) corrected for the fringe in terms of a pressure 
adjustment. The conductivity was assumed to remain constant. Again the 
correction was the full height of the fringe added to the hydrostatic 
head* It must be pointed out that Vedernikov*s contribution was a 
theoretical treatment of a theoretical fringe, but it well illustrates 
certain interesting aspects. 
All of the investigators except Childs have assumed that the 
fringe reaalns unchanged with respect to thickness vdien water n»ves 
through it. His ee^irical result j^ntioned in the preceding paragraph 
autoaatically included any effect of dynamic changes. 
In most of the cases consider^, it was found that the presence 
of a conducting capillary region increased the flow. Qiilds (5,7,8), 
however, has shown cases in #iich the effect on flow is negligible, or 
even becoms negative} that is, the flow rate is decreased because of 
the capillary region, 
Wten a capillary region is present above a curved phreatic surface, 
It Is fallacious to assume that the phreatic line Is the limiting 
streamline. This conclusion Is supported by several Investigators 
(42,46,49,50), 
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THE CkPlUJm FRINGE AS AN AffilAY OF CAHLLARY TUBES 
Keen (22) has ea^hasized that the water In the soil does not be­
have identically the same as does the water in a single capillary 
tube, even though there are points of sisdlarity. in^ie analysis which 
follows is B«de with that limitation clearly in raind. It is felt 
that a treatment on the basis of capillary tubes is useful in at least 
indicating general trends. 
Theoretical Models 
In Figure 7 are shown cross sectional side views of three 
theoretical raodels involving capillary tubes. Water flow through the 
systeois is imiicated by arrows. In (A) and (B) the main corKiucting 
tube 10 is a capillary of the same diameter as the side tubes shown 
branching from it. The side tubes in (A) are continuous; those in 
(B) are not. In (C), water is $isE|)ly flowing downward) and out of the 
system. 
In (A), if the capillary fringe is to contribute to the flow, water 
must n»ve as indicated by the tortuous path w^ich enters and leaves 
each individual capillary composing the fringe, TTie driving gradient 
along this path will be small coi^ared to the gradient along the 
horizontal paths 10, 
In (B) is shosm the effect of interconnecting capillaries cosposing 
a fringe. It is fairly obvious that the Increase in an effective cro» 
section for flow is much greater for the interconnected system than for 
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Figure 7. Cross sectional side vietois of theoretical flow models formed from capillary tubes. 
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the system show in (A). 
A porous ffledium consists of many interconnected capillary channels, 
and so is mre like (B) than (A}« Nevertheless, one should use con­
siderable caution in applying conclusions from (B) to porous media. Ihe 
capillaries in porous media are not only interconnected but are of many 
different sizes and shapes as well. 
In (C), water is draining out of the system, and the boundary of 
raenisci (saturation line) is moving dovmi^rd with time. If the tubes 
are long enough, there will be a phreatic line at some specified distance 
below them. Hence, (C) represents a sia5>le ideal case of a falling 
«sater table. 
It should be noted in (C) that not only does the water encounter 
resistance from the mils of the tube, but that surface tension forces 
exert a certain drag at the curved air-»ater interfaces. Furthermore, 
the basic nature of the flow is perfectly represented in one tube. Even 
if there were interconnections the basic behavior would be little changed, 
since the flow net for the system is rectilinear. 
Both (B) arri (C) forra the basis for extended investigation. A 
model sofflentfiat like (B) but involving porous media will be investigated 
later on in this thesis. The case for (C), using a single capillary, 
will be treated in the following section. 
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The Falling Water Table, Sinqple Case 
Mathematical treatment 
Consider the single capillary tube showm in A of Figure 8. The 
equilibrium height of capillary rise is ecpaal to y^. The initial 
height of the aeniscus is y^ at time t • 0, At time t the height of 
the meniscus is y. The {K>sition coordinate z can be varied independently 
of y, but can never exceed y. The radius of the capillary is r. Other 
syabols n^ich will be used are T for surface tension, ^  for the density 
of the li<pid (water), g for the gravitational constant, r^for viscosity, 
and TT r 3,1416, 
Poiseuille's law for the viscous flow of a fluid in a capillary 
tube states that 
Q « , (10) 
8r\^l ' 
i^er© 
Q = flow 
P| = pressure at inlet end of tube 
PQ s pressure at outlet em! of tube 
L * length of tube. 
The other symbols are used as defined above. 
Equation 10 applies only to horizontal tubes. If gravity enters 
the problem, a corrected form of Ecjjation 10 must be used which is 
(11) Q a -rrr 
8n 
± ? g 
Figure 8, A, Single capillary tube model of the falling water 
table, aiflqjle case, B. Theoretical curves of height 
y and potential a# a function of time, C. Theo­
retical curves of flow ratio {^/Qq) or potential ratio 
as functions of height or time. 
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lAexe the sign of ?g is positive if flow is in the direction of gravity 
and negative if it is opposed to gravity. For the justification of 
this see Muskat (31, p. ^ 7). 
Returning now to A in Figure 8, the pressure at the bottom (outlet) 
of the capillary is atsjospheric, or Pg, At the meniscus ("inlet,* height 
y) the pressure is a negative 2T/r, Hence, 
= Pg - 2T/r 
P© ® '^ai 
and Equation II becomes, taking positive, 
Q =-JL|1.LJL fl - . (12) 
8r^ L  y^9rj 
Now 21/^gr is the equilibrium height of rise y^, irr^ is the area A 
of the capillary, and r^ ^  g/8i^ can be set equal to the hydraulic 
conductivity K, Hence, 
Q = ICA (1 - y^/y) * KA (y-y )/y, (13) 
If there mr& no curved meniscus present (i.e., wetting angle 
s 90®), the height of capillary rise y would be zero. Designating 
the flow for this case as C^, Equation 13 becomes 
% »U, (14) 
MOW % in Equation 14 represents the flow in the absence of a capillary 
fringe, wtfiile the Q in Equation 13 represents the flow with a fringe. 
Taking ratios between these two Q's there results finally 
VQO = 1 - y^ /y . (15) 
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For values of y much larger than y^, the flow ratio Q/% is 
essentially unity and Q « CSQ. Howver, as the aieniscus approaches its 
equilibriiaa position, Q becomes negligible compared to Q^, Thus, the 
effect of the fringe is negligible as flow begins, provided the height 
y is sufficiently large, but it retards the flow as time goes on. In 
no case is the flow increased over the non-fringe flow. This behavior 
is showffi graphically by the broken line in C of Figure 8. 
It is of further interest to note how the flow ratio and the height 
y vary with time. Define q as the total quantity of water discharged 
in tine tj then Q « dq/dt. Also, a slight Increment of water dq 
corresponds to a slight decrement -dy of the height of water In the 
capillary. Thus, 
2 dq ss - ^r dy. 
By corablnlng this with Equation 12, and remembering that Q » dq/dt and 
y = 2T/ f gr, one finds 
Separating variables, Integrating, and supplying the Initial con­
dition that y ® y^ «^®n time t = 0, there results 
Yo - y •<- ^ "J = Kt. (17) 
Tlie tlae dependence of the flow ratio Q/£^, calculated from Equations 
15 and 17, is shown by the solid line In C of Figure 8. The time 
dependence of the height y Is showi by the solid curved line In B of 
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Figwe 8, It Is clear that complete drainage cannot occur If there 
is a capillary fringe, 
Zunker (51) has derived a nuo^er of foztaulas for water laovement 
in capillary tubes, but does not give the development outlined here. 
Lambe (23) has made a sirailar analysis to the one made here, especially 
for the case of interconnected capillaries. However, he gives few 
analytical results. 
Horton (19) has derived the e<^ivalent of Equation 17 for the case 
of a capilla3ry tube inclined it an angle a from the horizontal, but 
with a different position coozxiinate. The basic difference between 
the two results is that the right-hand side of Equation 17 must be 
aultiplied by sin a to obtain his result, ixperiraental data of both 
Lambe and Horton will be presented later. 
An examination of Equation 13 reveals that the potential gradient 
is the expression which multiplies KA. This is true because at any 
time t the difference in head (or potential) across the length y is 
equal to y - y^ . Hence, at any time t, one can obtain the head 
distribution through the height y by setting 
dz y 
For the integration with respect to z, y is constant and hence 
0 =  ^  ^ z + C . 
y 
By choosing the potential to be zero #ien z is zero, it is found that the 
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constant C s o. Thus, 
0 = ^ z , (18) 
y 
Equation 18 shows that the potential varies linearly with height 
throughout the water column at any particular time. However, the slope 
of the line, tirtiich is given by the coefficient of z, varies with y and 
hence with time. Initially, if y is very large, the slope will be almost 
unity, but decreases with y (and hence with time) imtil y = y^ , at 
w^ich point the potential (or head) is zero. These results are shown 
graphically by the solid lines of Figure 9-1. The dotted line represents 
the distribution for y^ « 0 (the ease of no fringe). For this latter 
case Equation 18 sin^lifies to = z, wdiere 0^ is the potential witen 
the fringe is absent. By forming the ratio 0/0Q it is seen that 
- lll=_, 
y  
«^ich is the same as for Q/%. Hence, the ordinate in C of Figure 8 
may be considered to be either the flow ratio or the potential ratio. 
As was pointed out in deriving Equation 18, the total potential at 
any tiae is y - y^. This can be verified very simply from E(;^ation 18. 
To obtain the total potential at any time, it is necessary to set z » yj 
hence, 0 s y - y^, A plot of 0 against time w>uld simply be a plot of 
y against time minus the constant value y^, T^us, the JZf-curve is merely 
displaced dowiward from the y-curve by one y^^ unit, and is shown as the 
dotted curved line in B of Figure 8. 
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Figure 9, I. Theoretical curves of potential distribution through the capillary tube of Figure 8A 
at different tines, dashed line is for case of no fringe. II. Theoretical (solid .lines) 
and experinental (dashed lines) potential distributions for sand columns. Circles are 
experimental points, taken from iaBi>e (25). Dashed and solid lines are superposed on 
the top curve. 
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The cujTve-pIotting scheme for Figures 8 and 9 has been based upon 
units of arai / K in order to avoid assvaaing specific numerical 
cases. As wdll be shown in the next section, experimental results can 
be coB^ared to the theoretical simply by using a reduced unit of length 
based upon y^, and a reduced unit of time based upon y^/K., That the 
quotient y^/k is really a time unit can be shown very sinqply by 
dimensional analysis. The height y^ is expressed in length, «^ile K 
is in length per unit time. Hence, the reduced time unit is length 
divided by length/time, resulting in a time unit the size of irfiich d^nds 
upon the numerical values of y^ awJ K. 
Experiiaental verification 
Jtorton (19), as mentioned earlier, investigated the fall of the 
meniscus in a sloping capillary tube both theoretically and experimentally. 
His analytical result is essentially Equation 17, the term Kt being mul­
tiplied by the sine of the angle of slope. For the data reported in 
Table 2, y^ » 35.38 in., y^ = 8,38 in., and K = 1.294 in./sec. Hence, 
for the comparison to theoretical values, the new time unit is 
8.38/1.294 s 6.46 sec. The new length unit is y^ = 8.38 in. Thus, 
Morton's figures for length must be divided by 8,2© and his time values 
by 6,46, 
The results in Table 2 verify the theory rather well. Even the 
largest error is probably no more than could be accounted for by the 
variation in bore of the capillary tube. 
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Table 2. Theoretical arki observed values of time t required 
for meniscus in a capillary tube to attain a height y. 
Adapted fxt)ffl data of Horton (19) 
Height, 
in. 
Time, 
sec. 
Height y, 
units 
Time t, y»«A units 
Theoretical E:qf>erimental 
Percent 
error 
35.38 0.0 4.18 0.00 0.00 -
30.38 5.0 3.63 0,76 0.77 1.3 
25.38 10.4 3.03 1.61 1.61 0.0 
20.38 16.8 2,43 2.56 2.60 1.6 
15.38 25.6 1.84 3.69 3.96 7.3 
10.38 36.8 1.24 5.54 5.70 2.9 
La^e (25) studied the drainage from a vertical column of sand, 
giving the following experimental resultss 
(a) A plot of the cumulative quantity of drainage water versus time. 
(b) A plot of the visual line of saturation versus time. 
(c) Numerical values for hydraulic conductivity (0,0266 cm,/min.) 
ami porosity (0.375), but both were measured on a different 
column of sami. Hoiwver, both columns had been filled from 
a cffliffljon source of fairly unlfoi® sand, 
(d) Curves of the head distribution pattern through the column 
at various time intervals. 
By graphical differentiation of the curve in (a), values of the flow 
Q were obtained, including the value of Q s at time zero. Using 
and a value of cross sectional area A determined from the porosity 
and the cuz^ves in (a) and (b), a value of K for the column was calculated 
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from the relation K = %/A = 0,204 aa./rain. This value differed froia 
the one in (c) by a factor of 7,66. Values of y^ ami y^ were inferred 
from the curve in (b). 
T1\e coiiq^arison between theory and experiment is shown in Figure 9-II. 
Hie theoretical curves are represented by solid lines, the series 
A2, Ag corresponding to reduced time units of 0.0165, 0.986, and 1.664, 
The series B2, Bg corresporxis to reduced time units of 0,00021, 
0.139, and 0.214. The corresponding actual time units in minutes are 
S, XOf and 500. The A-series is based upon Yg^/k ~ 62.0/0.204 = 304 min., 
vdiereas the B~8eries is based upon yo«/k s 62.0/0,0266 - 23^ rain. 
The experimental curves are shown by dashed lines and circles and 
are numbered to correspond to the subscripts of the A*s and B'sj however, 
the curve itiich viiould be No. 1 in the series has the experimental points 
so closely superimposed upon A^, ^2 and that no dashed line can 
be shown. 
It ii seen fro® Figure 9-II that only at the beginning of drainage 
does the experimental head distribution agree with the theoretical. At 
later times the experimental curves (2 ami 3) are much flatter than the 
corresponding curves of either theoretical series (A2, A^ or Bg, B3), 
This means that the potential gradient (the slope of the line) decreases 
even mre rapidly with time in the sand than it does in a single capillary 
tube. It is also seen that the agreement between the experis^ntal curves 
and the B-series (based upon the reported cor«Juctivity of 0,0266 cm./min,) 
is poorer than the comparison of the experimental curves to the A»series 
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CbasiNEj upon th# calculated conductivity of 0.204 cffl*/s;in.). 
In Figwr® 10 it shoim ® set of flow ratio curves, theoretical 
and ®>qperi»ental. Both experi®M»ntal curves verify th® relatively 
rapid reduction of the potential gradient as co^ar«Nj te the theoretical, 
^ain the d«^rtur® itm the theoretical curve it aiich greater for the 
rtport«i h^raulic conductivity (0.026^ «»,/i»in,) than for the calcu­
lated value (0.^ c®./ain,). 
It raay «««» that the agretment betwen theory arsJ esq^riaent in 
Figures 9-II and 10 is very poor, io doubt a substantial part of 
the ditcrepancy is the result of having aeswed a theoretical model 
ttiich is mjch too ai^le. ffovwiver, the results do show thatt 
1. The potential sradient in the sar^ decreases even nore 
rapidly than in the sii^le theoretical aodel, 
2. A® a result of (1), the flow ratio Q/€^ also falls off wore 
rapidly, 
3* Hw flow ratio 0/%^ instead of being constant, as it tMOUld 
be if the fringe had no effect, decreases asymtotically 
«Ath tiae even if the curve of its tiiae dependence does not 
sJww an inflection i«»int, 
Paint fito, 3 is also borne out by the work of Luthin and Miller (26), 
In an @}qperiaent sinilar to La«ibe*s except that soil ««as used instead 
of sand, a siisdlar asyatotic decrease «iith time is noted for the flow. 
Jfene of tli^ir experiraental results are shoim here, since the graphs are 
I .  
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Figiire 10, Ejqperimental flow ratio (<V^) curves for sand compared to theoretical flow ratio 
curves for a single capillary tube, all as a function of time. Experimental 
points are taken from Lambe (25). 
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SO small that transfer of the necessary Infoaanation would have been 
subject to considerable earror. 
At this point it is of relevance to reconsider very briefly the 
results of Ghilds (8) for the moving i^ter table, discussed in the 
Review of Literature. It was pointed out there that the dotmward 
TOve®ent of the line of saturation for the case of the capillary fringe 
lagged the downward «ov«ent of the phreatic line for the case of no 
fringe. This is exactly the t'^ of result predicted by the capillary 
tube analysis of the single case of the falling water table. 
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INVESTIGATION I. SEMICIRCULAR JODEt 
In the Review of Literature so»e aention ««s made concerning the 
hydraulic conductivity of the capillary fringe. Most measurements of 
conductivity as a function of tension seem to indicate a fairly rapid 
initial decline! see, for instance, the data of Richards and Moore (37), 
Yet, in investigations dealing with the capillary fringe, it was seen 
in a nua±>«r of cases that a good correction for the fringe could be 
Bade by assuming the existence of an added layer of medium ^ ich had 
the saime conductivity as the pressure-saturated region in contact with 
it. 
In view of this, it seemed desirable to perform a preliminary 
experiment designed to give information about the hydraulic conductivity 
of the capillary fringe, f^rticularly it was desired to have a 
comiuctivity value determined on the basis of the flow lines that enter 
the fringe through one part of the phreatic surface and bend downward 
finally in discharging their flow into a phreatic surface at lower 
potential. 
Choice and ^alysis of Model 
To investigate the hydraulic conductivity of the capillary fringe 
a semicircular flow sradel (Figure 11) was chosen. The two reasons for 
the choice mx&t 
1, A semicircular path for flow permits the determination of 
an average value of hydraulic conductivity, on the basis 
Figure 11, Scheaatic side view of seaicircular flow TOdel, 
I 
Oufki ^  
V\/^fer Reservoir 
u> 
o* 
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of flow lines that b@t«J upward into the fringe and then 
dovm«»ard again as indicated above. 
2, The calculation of the average conductivity can be made on 
the basis of a relatively si^le raatheiaatical solution. 
For the mathematical analysis of Figure 11 consider the inlet level 
t t 
of water to be at and the outlet level at so that the soil will 
be saturated under hydrostatic pressure. For this case the flow net is 
siailar to that of a line source or sink feluskat (31, p. 151) except 
that the positions of the streaalines arxJ equipotential lines are reversed. 
For the semicircle in Figure 11 the strea© function yr is given by 
= A In r H- B, 
and the potential function 0 by 
0 = C e 0, 
«^ere r is the variable radius, 9 is the variable angle, and A, B, C, 
and D are constants, 
, • 
To evaluate C and D, note from Figure 11 that 0 = Lj i^en 6 = 0, 
»ien e = TT , then 0  ^ , TTius, 
= D, and LQ « ttc +4 • 
Solving for C, 
« • 
TT 
The potential function then becomes 
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T 
where = L| - L* , 
Now the total flow Q for the model is given by 
Q = -JK -^4^ dS , 
area 
«liere K is the h-^^raulic conductivity and dS is an element of area 
perpendicular to the streasalines. In this case dS « tdr wAiere t is 
the thickness of the corriucting coluiwi. "Hie partial derivative, using 
Equation 19 is 
and, substituting for 30/ 9© and dS in the integral and carrying out 
the integration there results finally, for the total flow Q, 
r ^ In ^2 Q • -J In IS . (20) 
1 TT r, 
Solving for K yields 
K ~ 7 • ^21) 
t In rgAj^ 
Ecj^ation 21 does not correct the hydraulic conductivity K for 
viscosity effects. To do this it is convenient to calculate a K for 
some standard viscosity of water at a reference tei^erature, say 20® C. 
If the viscosity of water is r^2o other tmperatures. 
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then 
K = k/r^ , and * 5«/\20 » 
^ere k is a constant dependent only upon th® internal geometry of the 
porous medium. Solving these two equations siiaultaneously by eliminating 
k yields 
* '^O \2c/\ • 
Combining thi® *dth Equation 21 gives the final result that 
mr Q 
^20 - \20 ^ ^2 7 3^1 (22) 
Experimental Methods 
line model 
Return now to Figure 11, the diagrsMatic sketch of the flow 
model. It mt built of plexiglass, with the exception of the outer 
peripheary viihich ms sheet brass. The }m}del had an inner radius of 15 cm, 
ami an outer radius of 20 cm. The inside thickness was 5,5 oa. At the 
positions marked I, II, VI, short brass tubes for stoppers were 
soldered into the brass boundary with screens across their ends to 
keep the soil in place. These were to function as air inlets, but 
initially they were closed with rubber stoppers. At positions A, B, 
G, tensiweters (sintered glass discs at tte ends of glass tubes) 
were sealed into the brass boundary with a mixture of 15 percent beeswax 
and 85 percent resin. At positions 1, 2, 3, 18, circular holes 
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mrei-e c«t in the side panels, the solid-line circles representing 
holes in one panel and the dotted-line circles representing holes in 
the other panel. These holes were also closed with closely fitting 
rubber stoppers vdiich were flush vdth the inner sides of the panels. 
These positions served as aoisture saf^ling stations. A sharpened 
brass cylinder v«s inserted at each hole arKi a sample of iwjist soil 
withdrawn, A photograph of the nwdel and related apparatus is shown 
in Figure 12, 
The operation for a t^ical run is as follo««. The model is 
carefully filled with sand or soil, care being taken to tamp in the 
dry iBaterial as well as can be achieved ^thout special equipment. The 
brass screens at the ends of the seadcircular soil coltuin are then 
fastened in place. The air in the colum is flushed out with carbon 
dioxide, A head of water, A0' in the diagram, is applied ami flow 
is continued until the rate is constant, or at least decreases very 
slowly with time, Uixier these conditions the soil column is at every 
point saturated. Water piezometers connected to the tensioraeters can 
be read to determine the dissipation of head across the column, 
Follovdng this, the inlet and outlet water levels are lowered to 
and respectively. Data are taken for the calculation of the 
saturated hydraulic conductivity. Head dissipation patterns are 
obtained from the water piezometers, 
Next, the anibber stoppers at stations I to VI are removed and 
replaced with vented stoppers vi^ich are stoppers with small holes for 
introducing atmospheric pressure at positions I, II, III,,,,,, in 
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Figure 12* Mtotegraph of esqpejplaental mtvp eontaining the s^ol-
circulasr flow sKHiel. 
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Figure 11, The holes are made very aaiall to ndniaize evaporation loss. 
The non-fringe water is peraitted to drain, and the remaining water 
is held in the colmn only by capillarity. If the outer radius of the 
model is ecpial to or less than the height of the capillary fringe, all 
of the soil in the »del should be essentially saturated. After steady 
state conditions have obtained, conductivity and head dissipation data 
are again taken. The final step in the procedure is the saiqpling of 
the coluBin for raoisture content, to check as to v^ether capillary 
fringe conditions have been naintained. It should be pointed out that 
in operation this mdel is nothing aore than a type of capillary siphon. 
The procedure Is designed to first provide values of the saturated 
hydraulic conductivity. Then the solid stoppers are renioved, the 
vented stoppers inserted, and the hydraulic comiuctivity is again 
measured, this time for the capillary fringe. 
The geometrical constants for the model are as follows: 
thickness t * 5.^ aa, 
inner radius r^ = 14.98 an, 
outer radius X2 = 20.1 an. 
Combining these with the value of ir * 3,1416, Equation 22 becomes 
KgQ = 1.92 Afi' . (23) 
In actual use, A0* is replaced by A|^. 
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Flow liquids 
Since the object of interest is the conductivity of the capillary 
fringe for water, the flow liquid obviously must be water. In the 
soil, however, the water usually carries some salts in solution. Using 
pure distilled water as the flow fluid would be unrealistic, but there 
is another even more serious objection. The passing through the soil 
of pure water would constitute a vigoz^us leaching process wdiich would 
effectively reiwjve soluble salts from the soil. ITie flocculation 
state of the clay «R}uld aln^st certainly be affected, veiry likely 
adversely, A deflocculated clay wuld have a smaller water conductivity 
than it would have if it were flocculated. 
To standardize the flocculation status of the clay, a water solution 
of 200 ppit. of calcium chloride used. This admittedly would result 
in a calciuBi-saturated clay, but the calcium ion usually promotes 
flocculation, Hius, the water conductivity should not be reduced because 
of dispersed clay. 
Another phenoiuenon nd^ich fret^ently affects conductivity measure-
ments Is microbial growth during the run (l). The microbes clog the 
soil pores and reduce the conductivity gradually but definitely with 
time. To covKiteract this effect, 100 ppa. of mercuric chloride were 
added, but the resulting solution attacked the brass screens and 
fittings in the soil mdel. The mercuric chloride solution was kept 
only for the first run on sand and was thereafter discarded. 
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In subsequent runs a near^saturated water solution of toluene 
was ei^loyed as an anti-bactericidal agent. The actual flow solution 
consisted of water containing 200 ppj, of calcium chloride and 400 pjwn, 
of toluene. 
The use of this solution, however, raised two other i^estions; 
namely, »^at about viscosity and surface tension effects? One would 
ejqpect the viscosity change, if any, to be siaall. However, to make 
sure, the viscosity of the toluene-calcium chloride solution was com­
pared to that of distilled water, using an Ostwald viscosimeter. A 
coBf»arison of outflow times showed the value for distilled water to be 
85.:;® sec,I for the solution 85,26 sec. Both figures were the means 
of five determinations. It is clear that the solutes had a negligible 
effect on the viscosity. 
One would eitpect a possible effect on the surface tension of the 
water t^en toluene arKi calcium chloride are added, especially a lower­
ing due to the toluene, A lovwiring of the surface tension would have 
a direct effect on the capillary fringe, since a given pore size would 
support a shorter coltjfflin of water. The surface tension of the solution 
was collared to that of pure vt^ter and again no appreciable differences 
were fouml. The measurment was made by the maxifflua bubble pressure 
method, The pressure in centimeters of water required to just force off 
a bubble from a given capillary orifice was 9,74 for pure water and 
9,72 for the solution. Again the effect of the solutes is unisaportant. 
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Figure 13, The moisture status of a column of 
quartz sand as a function of height, 
1%e lovver curve shovvs the moisture con> 
tent on the dry-weight basis, the \iqpper 
curve is in terms of moisture satura­
tion. 
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Another factor influencing the water conductivity is the presence 
of trapped air in the porous medium, Christiansen (11) has shovm that 
it is difficult to rMKJve all of the trapped air without resorting to 
the procedure of wetting the porous laediiM under vacuum. It would not, 
however, have been very practicable to apply a vacuioj to the model. 
Instead, the original air in the porous m^Jiwa was displaced with carbon 
dioxide, a procedure v^ich has been reported by Qiristiansen, Fir<Mian, 
and Allison (12). Hence, the trapping of this gas in the soil pores 
would be of relatively short duration, since the bubble would dissolve 
rather quickly in the percolating water. 
f^rous materials used 
The graph in Figure 13 shows two types of moisture characteristic 
curves for quartz sand. The lower curve is on the basis of actual 
moisture content, the upper curve is in tezfas of moisture saturation. 
To calculate the upper curve froa the lower, it is necessary to have 
values of volume weight (bulk density) or porosity corresponding to 
each im>isture content. Hence, the resulting nKjisture saturation values 
are based ^pion two experimental values instead of one and thus exhibit 
much iwre variation. 
In spite of the greater variation, it ms intended to express the 
moisture status on the basis of moisture saturation, following the 
suggestion of Inaay (IKJ), Howewr, esqperimental difficulties prevented 
this. In san^ling the aodel for moisture it was found almost in^ssible 
to rmove the sais^le in such a way that a d^ndable voli;une weight 
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laeasureaient could be obtained. Hence, all Moisture curves determined 
from the model were expressed on the basis of the oven-dry moisture 
p>ercenta0e. 
Referring once again to Figure 13 it is seen that the i^isture 
characteristic aakes its laost pronounced departure from saturation at 
points higher than 22 CT, above the usiter level, Kence| the height of 
the capillary fringe for the quartz satMl is on the order of 20 cm. This 
was the basis for choosing the outer radius of the aodel equal to 20 era, 
A size analysis of the spartz sareJ appears in Table 3, The 
percentages in the various size ranges are averages of duplicate deter-
ndnations. It may sem surprising that this sand can 8^;>|X>rt such a 
high fringe t^en 38 percent of its particles are lasher than 0,5 tarn. 
However, a sizable portion of the sami is also in the relatively fine 
size range below 0,25 Apparently the smaller particles tend to 
Table 3. Size distribution of quartz sand 
Size rang® Percentage 
larger than 1,00 m 00,04 
1,(X) - 0,50 ®«a. 37,92 
0,50 - 0,25 m. 26,87 
0,25 - 0,10 mm. 29,75 
taaller than 0,10 m 5,42 
Total 100,00 
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close up the voids #iich nowsaally exist between particles of larger 
size, FurtheMore, the moisture characteristic was determined on 
the drying portion of the hysteresis loop. 
In addition to the sand, two runs were made with soil, one a 
Marshall silty clay surface soil, and the other an Edina clay taken 
at a depth of 2 feet. Both soils were air-dryed and then screened. 
The part used for filling the ©odel was that «4iich passed a 1 nim, 
sieve and was retained on a 0.25 m. sieve. The mechanical analysis 
of these soils, by the hydarometer aethod, appears in Table 4, 
Table 4, Mechanical analysis of soils used for flow measureawnts 
Soil Percent sarKi Percent silt Percent clay 
Marshall 15,4 49.6 
Idina 13,4 31.6 55,0 
Results and Discussion 
The data on hydraulic conductivity are plotted against time in 
Figure 14. llie time origin was puxposely oaitted since such an origin 
has no particular significance. In each case, the ia^jortant time point 
is that represented by the vertical broken line. It indicates the time 
of the last measurement of pressure-saturated corrfuctivity. After this 
measurement was taken the vented stoppers were put into the model. 
Figure 14, Water comJuctivity values, from the semicircular flow model, 
plotted against time. Numerical values under each curve 
designate the time in hours that the model ms pressure-
saturated. Curve A is for Edina clay, B and C are for 
cjuartz sand, and D is for Marshall silty clay, ftoabers 1 and 
2 on Curve D are time points at vshich potential distributions 
(Figure 16) were ioeasured. Note the break in the scale of 
the ordinates. 
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"Bius, up to and incliKJing the time yeparesented by the vertical broken 
line, the raodel ««s operating as a pressure-saturated system. Use of 
the vented stoppers made it a capillary systea. At times beyond the 
broken line a capillary fringe m§ present in the model. The numerical 
values underneath each curve aiKi located on the vertical broken line, 
refer to the time (in hours) after the initial wetting of the material. 
The dotted line sections of each curve indicate the lapse between the 
last pressure-saturated comiuctivity measurenaent and the first raeasure-
nient of conductivity in the fringe. 
Curve B represents the first run with the <partz sand described 
earlier, #iile Curve C is a duplicate run on the same sand. In neither 
case is there a suggestion of extreme decrease in coixluctivlty vdhien the 
curves are viewed as a whole. Over the pressure-saturated range Curves 
B and C agree within about 5 percent. Both show a break, but in C it is 
Mch less prorwjunced than in B, 
The moisture detendnations, dry-wight basis, are shown in Figure 
15, The curves in this figure are not owisture characteristics in the 
strict sense since the abscissa is in terms of angular displacement 
arourxi the model. It is seen, though, that only at the top of the arch 
(halfway around the model) is there a tendency for definite unsaturation. 
In view of this, it is someiirttat suzprising that the conductivity curves 
ii^icate so little decrease, since the moisture determinations of 
necessity represent the moisture status after the last conductivity 
measurements have been taken. 
Figure 15, Moisture percentage (dry-vaieight basis) plotted against 
the percentage of angular displacement aTOurKi the 
semicircular model. As in Figure 14, A is for Edina 
clay, B and C are for <^artz sand, ami D is for Marshall 
silty clay. Note th® break in the scale of the ordinates. 
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Return now to Figure 14 and <>irve D for Marshall soil. Here there 
is a a»re definite decrease, but still only on the order of 20 percent. 
However^ a glance at Curve D in Figure IS indicates that the r«^uction 
in moisture content was aore general around the model than was the 
case in the sand. It appears, then, that fringe conditions (water 
saturation under tension) were very poorly apiaroxifflated in the Marshall 
8oil| hence, one might have expected a greater decrease in conductivity 
than actually did occur. 
For the quartz sand and the l^rshall soil the general relationship 
between capillajry fringe conductivity and moisture content se^s to be 
as followss 
1, tlie conductivity in the fringe is always lower than in the 
same region when pressure-saturated, 
2, The decrease, however, aay not be more than 5 to 10 percent 
unless definite unsaturation occurs. 
The Edina soil ejdiibits a different type of behavior. Referring 
to Dirve A of Figure 14 it is seen that a definite break appears in the 
conductivity curve as the change to fringe conditions is made. The 
decrease in conductivity is only about 8 percent, but appears to be 
real in view of the small variation of the points on both sides of the 
vertical bitJken line. 
However, reference to Curve A in Figure IS does not reveai any 
particular trend toward reduced moisture content. Even at the top of 
the arch, where such a trend would be most expected and was found in 
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the other cases, there i® no suggestion of a genejral decrease. 
It thus appears that essential saturation is not in itself 
sufficient to ensure against a dwp in conductivity. It may be that 
only a few large pores are drained as a result of the tension in the 
fringe. Yet, in view of the disproportionate contribution of the 
large pores to the flow, the overall conductivity may be somendiat 
decreased. 
It should be pointed out that uMle the apparatus and procedure 
for the Edina soil mre basically the same as for the Marshall soil and 
<P4artz sami, there were soae slight modifications. Referring back to 
Figure 11 note the si^ll brass venting tubes numbered I, II, III, etc. 
These mxe 9/16 in, in diaMter, with screens across their inner fends 
to keep them frM filling with soil. Before filling the model with 
Bdina soil, the tm uppermost venting tubes (III and IV in the diagram) 
v»re replaced with very large brass tubes the diameters of wSiich were 
almost equal to the width of the soil model itself. This was done to 
ensure that a very substantial part of the i^permost surface of the arch 
of soil muld be opened to the atmsphere. Tubes I, II, V, and VI 
were left unchanged. 
In shifting frcwra pressure-saturated to capillary fringe conditions 
a slight modification of procedure ««s also made. As before, the soil 
column was saturated under pressure by maintaining the inlet and outlet 
head levels at and l'Q respectively (see Figux« 11). Then the head 
levels were changed to and LQ, After four saturated conductivity 
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readings were taken, the levels LQ and L| (Figure 11) were shifted to 
a level 1. halfv«y between the original positions. The vented stoppers 
were next inserted, and any free water standing in the peripheral brass 
venting tubes drained amy, raising somei«^at the level L to the level 
i*. The level w®s restored to L and allowed to remain there for several 
minutes to ensure that all free water had drained. Ihen the levels 
were again set at LQ and ami conductivity ffleasur^saents were begun 
for the fringe condition. The total elapsed time between the last 
pressure-saturated raeasuremnt and the first fringe aeasurement was 
50 Hiinutes, The measuraaents of corKiuctivity in the fringe were 
continued for about 8 hours, after vi^ich moisture sailing was performed 
to deteiwine the moisture distribution around the semicircular coluBin. 
The final item of interest in this investigation was the distribu­
tion of potential (or head) around the periphery of the model. This was 
measured, as mentioned previously, by the tensiometers {A,B,.,,6 in 
Figure 11) connected to water piezometers. The heights of the water 
levels in the piezometers were read with a cathetoaeter, 
A great many head distribution pattei«s were taken, for both 
fringe and pressure-saturated cases, but the differences between the 
patterns were very small| so small that it was is^ossible to detect 
any trends. To illustrate the wgnitude of the differences involved, 
tm such patterns are shown in Figure 16, 
The plot in Figure 16 represents the unused head (or potential) 
as a function of angular displacement. Over the inlet boundary all of 
the head is as yet unused (or reBWins)| over the outlet boundary it is 
Figure 16, Distribution of potential (or head) around the periphery 
of the seaicircular model. Curves I and 2 correspond 
respectively to time points No, 1 and 2 of Curve D in 
Figure 14, 
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all used up. Hence, the total head difference corresporels to 
100 percent. 
Curve 1 in Figure 16 was taken at the time point No, 1 of Curve 
D in Figure 14, and hence represents a distribution pattern for the 
pressure-saturated case. Thus, Curve 1 in Figure 16 should be linear 
from the upper left-hand corner of the graph to the lower right-hand 
corner. It is so, except for small variations no doubt due to differ­
ences in packing. 
C^rve 2 of Figure 16 corresponds in time to No, 2 on Curve D of 
Figure 14, Curve 2 could be considered as a head distribution pattern 
for the capillary fringe, except that the moisture content was too 
greatly reduced. However, this particular pattern was chosen deliberately 
so as to represent the greatest change in conductivity from the pressure-
saturated condition. Clearly it differs but little from Curve 1, 
On the basis of these experiments the following conclusions may 
be stateds 
1, the hydraulic conductivity of the capillary fringe as here 
determined is equal to or slightly less than (by perhaps 
10 percent) the hydraulic conductivity of the pressure-
saturated region, 
2, Ihe existence of moisture saturation as detemined by the 
moisture percentage is not sufficient to guarantee that a 
flight decrease in hydraulic conductivity will not occur. 
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3, The head dissipation pattern of the capillary fringe Is 
essentially equivalent to that of the same material w^en 
pressure-saturated. 
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INVESHGAnON II. RECTANGULAR SSODa 
In an earlier section, reference was made to (B) of Figure 7 as 
forffling the basis for extended investigation. In this connection it 
was also stated that the interconnected capillaries of Figure 7(B) 
pro^de an increas^i cross section for the flow 10, In the present 
investigation this increase in cross section ndll be studied both 
theoretically and experimentally, not for idealized capillary tubes but 
for the interconnected capillaries in porous media. 
Choice and Analysis of Model 
In Figure 17 are shovm side views of three flow models for porous 
media, all *dth unit thickness. In (A) is the counterpart of Figure 7(B), 
The head difference A H is relatively saall coE^ared to the length of the 
nodel L| hence, in the lon^r parts of the model, the flow lines will be 
essentially horizontal, and parallel to the dimension L, 
The initial aeasurwaent of flow is made with the height of the 
porous raedium h equal to h^ the height of the inlet level of \rater. Thus, 
represents primarily the pressure-saturated flow. For heights h 
greater than h©, coarresponding flow values q can be detemined. Thus, 
the contribution of the fringe can be evaluated by cos^aring q to q^, 
Mitheaatical solution of awi Hsu 
Along with the experimental analysis, it was desired to have a 
suitable aathematical analysis also. In this connection the work of 
McNovm and Hsu (29) proved to be valuable. A diagram of their probl^ 
Figurt 17, (A) Ejqiseriaental aodel for sti*iying the effect of the 
capillary fringe in the case of flaw wAiich is nearly 
horizontal (AH «^11). Initial flow measurement is 
Made «idth the height of the porous medium h ecpjal to h^, 
(B) Case of McNown and Hsu (29). 
(C) Experimental model in (B) cut through the line of 
symetry WsPM* and rearranged to su^erin^jose line II* 
U¥>on 00», 
In all three cases the broken vertical lines 
represent screens. 
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appears in (B) of Figure 17, 
McNowi and Hsu were interested also in a flow problem of rec­
tangular geometry but for a different reason. They sti^ied the case 
in Figure 17(B), where the porous medium is confined at the top and 
bott<»a by isfjermeable barriers, to determine the effectiveness of a 
cutoff plate M'M** (of length d) in reducing the pressure-saturated 
flow through a block of porous saedixim of height h arKi length L, TTiey 
solved the problem analytically by the ssethod of conformal mapping. 
The geometry of McNown and Hsu's problem can be rearranged in the 
following manner. First of all, since the cutoff M*M'* is located in 
the middle of the length i, the flow net will be syraaetrical on each 
side of the line Thus, the potential will be constant on a line 
drawn as a continuation of Since the potential is constant over 
II* and 00*, the geometary of flow can be rearranged as in (C) of 
Figure 17 without changing the solution. In this rearrangement, the 
lines II* and 00* are si^erii^osed ami an iuqaeMaeable plate M'M*' (of 
length d) now appears at each et^ of the flow medium. So far it has 
been assumed that the inlet and outlet water levels have remained at J 
and N respectively. 
If, now, the water levels in Figure 17(C) are lowered to J* and N*, 
the resulting arrangement begins to resemble the arrangement in (A) of 
the same figure. In fact, the plate M*M*' at the outlet end could be 
removed without changing the solution, since water could not flow out 
of the fringe bouraSary M*M*' (exc^t for a negligibly small surface of 
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seepage as will be described later) without violating the outfit law 
of Richards (36), 
At the inlet end, however, the circumstances are different. If 
there the plates M'lP mrere renwved, the distance from M* to the water 
surface J* would no longer be equal to d. Hence, the Mc^wn ar%i Hsu 
solution twauld no longer hold. 
For this reason, the problem represented in Figure 17(A) was 
attacked directly, using, as did llcNown and Hsu, the method of confoxmal 
mapping. First, howver, the results of IcNown and Hsu will be stated 
but not derived. Secondly, the confowaal mapping procedure wdll be 
applied directly to the geometry of Figure 17(C) to obtain results 
equivalent to but im»re convenient than those of McHown ar^ Hsu; and 
thirdly, conforaal mapping will be applied directly to the geometry of 
Figure 17(A), In all of the solutions it will be assumed that the 
h^raulic conductivity is constant throughout the meditan. 
In using the method of confoxmal mapping it should be noted that 
this method can be applied to tw-dimensional flow problems provided 
that Laplace's ecpiation is true for the potential; that is, 0 s o 
throughout the medium w^ere 0 is the potential function. In flow 
problems this arounts to assuming Darcy's law and the equation of con­
tinuity as discussed in the Review of Literature, 
inie diagrams of the McNovm and Hsu solution are showi in Figure 18, 
the flow pattern in (a) is inverted from its position in Figure 17(B) 
for mathematical convenience. Following the procedure of Streeter (39), 
Figure 18, C^nfoimal transfortfltlon planes, Mcftown and Hsu (29)} 
{%) flow patterni (b) coa^jlex potenitalj (c) auxiliary 
plane. Dashed lines indicate aiddle streamlines, 
schenatic in (a) and (c). 
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the Schwarz-Qjristoffel theorem is used to transforn the Interior of 
a polygon (ie., the flow pattern) in the z-plane into the xipper half 
of the t-plantj and likewise for the polygon of coaplex potential in 
the w-plane. 
The Schwaras-Christoffel theorem can be written for the z:t trans­
formation as 
where M is a constant of proportionality, ckj is the exterior angle at 
one of the vertices of the polygon in the z-plane, and a^ is the 
corresponding point on the real axis of the t-plane. The formula can 
be written in similar fashion for the wit transformation with w re­
placing 2. (towever, a different constant of propojrtionality must be 
used, ami the «^'s must be correctly interpreted in the w.plane. 
Omitting the derivations, the results of McNown and Hsu are 
dz „ M (23) 
dt (t - (t - • • # 
- m^)/(n^ - 1)) 
(24) 
d _ F(8in*'^ l/m,\/(n^ - «^)/(n^ - 1)) , 
*K " ' ' •' r- ' I I . I II I "I • I 
(25) 
K( (n2 - ffl2)/Cn2 - i)) 
^ « K(>/l""'-"iB^/n^) t ^ 
<1^ 2K(ra/n) h ' 
(26) 
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^©re q is th© flow for a cutoff of length d, and qj is the flow for 
no cutoff. Elliptic integrals of the first kirKi, coaf>lete and in-
coi^lete, are designate respectively by K and F, Ihe length of the 
soil column is i ami its height is h, Thie hydraulic conductivity k 
cancels out and does not appear es^licitly. 
The quantities a afKl n are real nuBEtoers deriimd from the t-plane, 
irfiich satisfy n > m >1, ami serve as parameters in the is^licit relation 
between q/q^, L/h, and d/h as specified by iquations 24, 25, and 26, 
McMown and Hsu have plotted q/q^ as functions of L/h and 4/h for values 
in the practical range. 
The aethods of conforraal aapping next will be applied directly to 
the flow problem illustrated by Figure 17(C), with the water levels 
at J and N, The transfoiwation diagram appears in Figure 19, since 
the iaqsermeable boundaries B3 and DC in (a) of Figure 19 are both of 
length d, this pwblem will hereinafter be referred to as the balanced 
case, 
Mathematical solution, balanced case 
Applying Equation 23 to (a) ani (c) of Figure 19 and integrating 
frm ti to Z2f and t| to t2 there results 
(27) 
Figure 19. Confonaal transfoiffiatlon planes, balanced caaej (a) flow 
patterni (b) coiplex potential} (c) auxiliary plane. 
Dashed lines indicate middle streamlines, sch«aatic in 
(a) am! (e). To avoid confusion with elliptic integral 
K, the hi^raulic conductivity is indicated by R, 
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For a siraiiar procedure applied to (b) and (c) of Figure 19, using 
a conttant N, it 1« fouwdi that 
^2 . wj r M dt 
y (t2 i)(t^ - a^) 
(28) 
Applying Ecpation 27 to the line segeaent OB in Figure 19 (a) and 
(c) there results 
I s 2M dt 
v/(t2 - lHt2 • n2) 
(29) 
A sindlar application to the seg®ient yields, since i , 
r 
h5 M dt (30) 
aradi similarly for CD li is fouiKi that, with i «\/^ , 
d 2 M 
r *  
dt 
vJ v/d - t2)(t2 - n2) 
(31) 
Applying Eqfuation 2B to the line segnent (M in Figure 19 (b) and 
(c), it is found that 
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KAH = 2N , (32) 
- l)(t^ - ra^) 
tddiere IC s hydraulic conductivity and AH = total head difference, the 
symbol !c being used to avoid confusion with the elliptic integral K. 
Siiailarlyi for the line segnient BC, with i = vQf, there result# 
, dt 
d « N , (33) 
\ /(t^ - l)(m^ ~ t^) 
«Aiere <| is the flow. 
All of the integrals in Ecj^ations 29 to 33 can be evaluated from 
Peirce's Tables (35), Two useful identities in this connection are 
sn""^ (x,k) « FCsin"*^ x,k) , (34) 
and 
sn-1 (l,k) « F(T7/^,k) , K(k). (35) 
Specifically, the integrals in Equation 29 and 32 can be evaluated 
by No, 5^ in Peirce, and Equations 30, 31, and 33, by No, 540, Using 
Equations 34 and 35 where needed, and taking ratios to eliminate the 
M*8, there results for the balanced case 
h K(/(n2 - i)/n2) 
(36) 
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d F(sln""^ v/(n^ - ra^)/{n^ - l)j v/Cn^ - l)/n^) 
» W I • (37) 
h K(\/(n2 - l)/n2) 
Heferring to Figur® 17(C), define hg to be the length 1^, It 
is teen that h is always greater than h^,, and vtm d * 0, then h s h^. 
Further, define % to be the flow *^en h » hg and d * 0. Fro® Darcy*# 
law (i<|uation l), the flow for this case is 
since the raodel is of unit thickness. After the integrals in Equations 
32 and 33 are evaluated, and N is r©®oved by taking ratios, the result 
can be confined udth Equation ^  to yield 
As before, K and F respectively are con^lete and incon^lete 
elliptic integrals of the first kind. Again n and m are the parameters 
in Equations 37, and 39, and satisfy n>a>l. It also should be 
Wffthasized that they are different froai the parameters in the original 
and Hsu solution. Another point of difference between the 
solutions is the choice of reference flow, since and q^ are not the 
sarae» However, tAen the difference in reference flow is taken into 
account, the solution for the balanced case (Equations 36, 37, arrf 39) 
(39) 
2K(1/b) h„ 
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is identical to that of Mcftowi and Hsu (Equations 24, 25, and 26)| 
that is, for the saiae nwerical values of i/h and d/h, the values of 
q/q^ are identical when calculated ntaaerically. This, of course, is 
as it should be and aerely verifies the correctness of the rearrange­
ment by sywetry demonstrated in (B) ami (c) of Figure 17, 
There is an advantage in using the solution for the balanced case 
as coE^ared to the one of McKowv and Hsu, In the Mcltown aixJ Hsu 
solution, each of the variables i/h, d/h, and q/q^ are functions of 
both parameters m and n. In the solution of the balanced case only 
d/h is a function of both parameters, while L/h and q/q^ respectively 
are functions only of n and m. This makes it easier to calculate 
nuaerical values for certain specific cases of the general solution. 
The next analysis, t^ich will correspond to (A) of Figure 17, is 
based upon the diagraais of Figure 20, In the strict sense the solution 
w^ich will be obtained applies to (C) of Figure 17 (water levels at J 
and N) fK^ere the length of the plat© at the left of the diagram is no 
longer equal to d, but a distance dj^ as show in (a) of Figure 20, 
The length of the plate at the outlet end is d2, and because dj^ is 
less than d2, the flow pattern is no longer s^waetrical. It therefore 
will be referred to a® the unbalanced case. 
Mathewatical solution, unbalanced case 
The inequality d2>di introduces several basic changes into the 
diagraas of Figure 20 as coi!]|}ared to Figure 19, First, the mid-point 
of length, E in (a), no longer corresponds to the mid-point on the 
Figure 20, Osnfoawwl transfozmation planes, unbalanced case| (a) flow 
patterns {h) conf>iex p0tential| (c) auxiliary plane. 
Dashed lines indicate middle streamlines, scheatatic in (a) 
»nd (t). 
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coaf)leK potential diagram of (b). Also, instead of ttMO parameters m 
ami n, another one, j, is required. The paraineter p is introduced at 
D' and F* merely to permit calculation of the distribution of potential 
along the line FF*H)*0 in (a). This is also the reason for the intro­
duction of tAuj^, ^1* ^2> shown in the figure. The 
parameters oust always satisfy p>n>ra>j>l. 
The Schwarz-Christoffel transformation corresponding to Equation 
27 remains unchanged| the one corresponding to Equation 28 becomes 
Applying Equation 27 to the line segpent OB in (a) and (c) of 
Figure 20, it is found that 
For the same procedure on line se9aient M), with i , there 
results 
/(t^ - l)(t + ffl)(t - J) 
(40) 
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fox segment OF, with i s there results 
r 
n 
\J 
dt (43) 
V(1 - t2)(t2 - r?) 
and, finally, for segment CD, tilth i * \j -1 , 
dg « Ml dt 
J J { l  - - n^) 
(44) 
Uilng Eciuation 40 on line sepaent AB in (b) arri (c) of Figure 20 
yield® 
KAH = N 
dt 
(45) 
and for segment AG, with i ^ the result is 
q « N' dt 
I nt^ - l)(t - ffl)(t t j) 
(46) 
Ihe integral in Equation 41 is evaluated by HO. 536 in Peirce, 
t«hile those in Equations 42, 43, and 44 are solved by No* 540, The one 
in Equation 45 is evaluated by No, 553, and the one in Equation 46 by 
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Mo. 551, Mth the help of the identitl©® (Equations 34 and 35) there 
then results 
Lr^Kd/n), (47) 
h s| K iJ in^  - l)/n^ ) , (48) 
dj a I F (sln"^ J(n^ - - l), \/(n^ - l)/n2), (49) 
dg jf I F (sin'^ J(n^ - j^)/(n^ - I), >/(n^ - l)/n^), (50) 
K A Hs K ( v / 2 ( «  +  j ) / ( m +  l ) ( j  +  T )  ) ,  ( 5 1 )  
N/(m + l)(j + li 
and 
q c - K(s/(a - 1)(3 - l)/(, t 1)(3 t 1) ) . (52) 
/(® + l)(j + 1) 
Porralng the ratios L/V», dj/h, and dg/h there results, using 
Equations 47, 48, 49, and SO, 
-  a c u / n )  ,  ( 5 3 ,  
h K( J(>,2 - l)/n2) 
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F(.ln-V (n-.^ - ^ )/(na - I), - l)/n^) ^ 
h KW (n2 - l)/n2 ) 
and 
dg F(sln'^/ (n^ - j^)/(n^ - l),\/ (n^ - l)/n^) 
mmmrn ^ ii iiniiiiirii.i i .mi . 
h K(/1?TT)7? ) 
(55) 
By defining the refejpence flow = icAHh^j/t, and taking ratios betwen 
E<juation« 51 and 52, there results 
n kV (m - 1)(J . l)/(m » l)(j -H) ) L ^ 
% K(v/ 2(ffl + j)/(m + l)(j + 1) ) 
It is thus teen that the solution for the unbalanced case involves 
one more e<?^atlon than does the solution for the balanced case. It is 
also seen that the e^qpressions for L/h and d^ A are very similar to 
those obtained for i/h and d/h in the solution of the balanced case. 
Also, if j is set eqfual to ra, the eiqpression for dg becomes equal to dj^  
a® it should, liowver, the equivalence of Equations 56 and 39 is not 
obvious analytically for j - ni, but for the same values of L/h and d/h 
both fowaulaa for <|/% (j = bs in Equation 56) will give the same 
numerical answer. Thus, the two solutions do Merge for j - la, but the 
numerical values of m and n for the unbalanced case will in general 
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be different from the values of i® and n for the balanced case. 
The calculation of the potential distribution along the boundary 
FF*DD*D is also of Interest, To do this it is necessary to choose some 
value of p > n. Equation ^  is then applied to the line segment caP* in 
(b) and (c) of Figure 20, The result is 
KAuj « nl ..n . (57) 
Jgj y(t^ « i)(t - m)(t 4 J) 
Using No, 550 in Peirce's table, and combining the result with Equation 
51, one finds 
F(sin"^ /IIZIELZ3 OHZHZZZ) 
^"1 , y (m 4. J)(p « I) Jim • l)(j •» 1) , (58) 
y2(m 4. j)/(ffl + l)(j + 1)) 
Using Equation 27 on the line segment FF' in (a) and (c) of Figure 
20 there results 
Vi = «r . (59) 
This integral also can be evaluated using No, 550 in Feirce, Corabining 
the evaluated result with Equation 47 leads to 
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i:r.4«-l/{n + l){p - n) zJn \ 
Vl, n ^^irrr^ . (60 
L n + 1 K(X/n) 
The quotient Auj^/AH r^resents the fraction of the head AH 
which i$ us«j at the point F*. The distance of F* from F is given 
in tems of the fraction Vj^/L, Hence, for a given gecMRetrical foinn 
specified by n, ra, and j, it is possible to specify the fraction of 
head dissipated (Auj/aH) for any point F* located anywhere along the 
boundary fro® F to E, The fraction of the head undissipated (or the 
fraction of head remaining) is given by 1-Auj/AH, 
A similar analysis can be performed for the boundary DE using D* 
in the same capacity as F*. The result for AU2/AH, vidiich now is the 
fraction of head undissipated, is identical to Equation 58 except that 
the positions of » aiK! j are reversed. The ej^ression for V2/L is 
found to be identical to that for vj^/L, indeed a reasonable result, 
A final aspect involves the form of the solution »rtien the line 
FF*ED*D is moved to infinityj that is, h/L becomes very large. It is 
reasonable to assume that for a constant head difference AH, some 
limiting value of the flow ratio q/q^ could be found. However, the 
consequences of allowing h/i to become infinite in Equations 53 to 56 
are not readily a]:^rent. Hence it is desirable to return to the 
Schwarz-Christoffel theorm and consider the effect of having line FF' 
ED*D 
th© ztt transformation is 
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^2 - 21 » I 
dt (61) 
By applying Equation 61 to the proper line segments of Figure 20, 
evaluations of h^, ami L can be obtained. The final results are 
where ami are the limiting values of m and j for the case of h/L 
very large. 
Even though h/L becomes very large, the complex potential diagram 
of Figure 20(b} r^iains unchanged. Hence, to calculate the limiting 
value of the flow ratio q/%f it is necessary only to substitute the 
values of arej from Equations 62 and 63 into Equation 56. 
Graphic illustration of the solution for the unbalanced case 
The mathematical solution represented by Equations 53, 54, 55, and 
56 is not ejqplicit} that is, the dependent variable q/qo is related to 
the independent variables L/h, d|/h, and dg/h implicitly through the 
parameters j, m, and n. Hence, the behavior of q/q^, as a function of 
the three independent variables can be visualized most easily by a 
properly constructed graph. 
h^j/t = (I/TT ) cosh"^ , (62) 
and 
= (1/t^) cosh"^ 5^ , (63) 
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The elliptic integrals K(k) and F(j^,k) of Equations 53 to 56 are 
tabulated in Pearson's table (33) which is a reproduction of an earlier 
table prepared by Legendre, Otwight (16) has prepared a useful table for 
K when k is near to unity. Only recently Kennedy (23) has presented some 
new approximation formulas for F and K vi^ich may be useful for certain 
critical values of the arguwients ^  ami k. Note that 0 and k are not to 
be confused with the symbols for potential and hydraulic conductivity 
used earlier. 
In calculating the numerical results it is useful to note a certain 
characteristic fomi in Equations 53 and 56. Now K*(k*) is defined to 
be K( frTkS)^ see Peirce (35). Xf in £quation 53^ k is set equal to 
the argunent l/n of the numerator K, then the argument of the denominator 
turns out to be k'« A similar relation holds in Equation 56. 
Since the ultimate objective is the analysis of the model in (a) of 
Figure 17, the variation of q/q^ will be brought about in the following 
manner. The initial height of the conducting medium shall be h « h^ 
(Figure 20(a)). IRie length L remains constant, and the difference in 
head ah remains constant. However, h increases through values greater 
than h^, and as it does so, d| becomes greater than zero and d2 also 
increases, but Ad s d2 - d| remains constant. Hence, at the initial 
height when h « h^, d2 « Ad since dj is zero when h * hg. The resulting 
curves of flow ratio q/q^ versus h/ho are shown in Figure 21 for different 
combinations of h^ and Ad. Bie limiting values of the flow ratios are 
calculated by the aid of Equations 61 and 62. The calculations for 
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Curve A of Figure 21 are shown in Table 9 of the Appendix, 
In Figure 21, the straight line D represents the relationship 
that would hold if the flow increased proportionately to the height. 
However, reference to (a) of Figure 20 shows that as h, dj^, and ^2 
increase in the manner here specified, the flow lines through the 
upper part of the model will be bent very sharply. Thus, the level­
ing off of q/<iQ as shown by curves A, B, B*, C, and C* of Figure 21 is 
caused by the constricting effect of the geometry. When h^ is small 
relative to the length, the added height of conducting medium is almost 
as effective in providing a flow path as is the original column of 
medium. As the height increases the flow is "piuchec! off* by geometrical 
limitations. 
The efficiency of the upper layers in contributing to the flow is 
also reduced as the ifidjalance, indicated by Ad, is increased. In the 
sequence of curves A, B, C the imbalance is always equal to h^2, so as 
hg increases, the iiriaalance increases. The A, B*, C* sequence of curves 
possesses a constant imbalance. By cos^}aring these two sequences of 
curves it is seen that the contribution of the upper layers, relative 
to the initial layer, is much reduced as the Imbalance increases. 
In studying Figure 21 it should be r^embered that q/q^ is a 
relative measure of the flow increase. If h^ is large, then the refer­
ence flow will be large. If h^ is small, the reverse is true. Hence, 
in such a series as A, B*, C* much of the spread between the curves is 
due to the fact that the reference flow is not the same for all curves. 
Figure 2X. Theoretical curves of flow ratio against height ratio 
for the unbalanced case. Numerical values above the 
curves along the right-hand ordinate at« limiting values 
as h/h^ Increases without bound. Symbols are as on 
Figure 20(a), Ad being d^ •» d^* Values of h^/h^ less 
than unity have no meaning. 
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The curves of Figure 21 have important implications for the 
capillary fringe* If, as in Figure 17(A), the water levels are 
lov^red below the top of the laedium, the part of the medium above the 
phreatic line (witich connects the water levels) will be in the capillary 
fringe if the pore sizes are small enough. Hie driving head AH will 
equal Ad, If, as indicated in Investigation I, the hydraulic con­
ductivity of the fringe is alinost ec|ual to that of the pressure-
saturated region, then the curves of Figure 21 will be very nearly 
correct for the capillary fringe, provided that h does not exceed the 
height of the fringe. For Curve A the naximum increase due to the 
fringe is approximately 170 percent, a contribution #iich cannot be 
ignored. However, in cuarve C the relative increase is a maxiimjoa of 
13 percent, and illustrates rather well that as the flow region below 
the phreatic surface is increased relative to the fringe, the fringe 
contribution becomes less inqjortant. 
Application of Curve C in Figure 21 to Figure 17(A) may, however, 
be inaccurate from another standpoint. Since AH 2 Ad by the very 
nature of things, the potential difference across the section is in­
creased as the imbalance increases. This increases the amount of flow, 
ami if ah increases sufficiently, a surface of seepage will form at 
the outlet boundary above the outlet water level. That is, the phreatic 
line no longer intersects the outlet bouiKiary of the medium at the 
outlet water level but at some point above it, as indicated in Figure 3, 
Existence of a surface of seepage will, of course, invalidate the 
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theoretical solutions represented in Figure 21, and the use of this 
mathenatical solution must be confined to cases in which the ratio 
AU/t is soall enough that an appreciable surface of seepage cannot 
fonn. 
Muskat (30) has analyzed the effect of surfaces of seepage on 
the seepage of srater through rectangular dams M^ich resemble the model 
in Figure 17(A), However, t^ile considering the surface of seepage, 
his analysis was carried through mainly for the case in Kdiich the inlet 
water level is at or near the top of the porous medium. At any rate, 
the solution was carried through on the assus^tion that the fringe did 
not contribute to the flow, that is, it was assumed that the limiting 
streamline coincided with the phreatic line. Therefore, his solution 
is not applicable here. 
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Experlraental Methods 
Ihe model and associated devices 
To investigate the capillajry fringe e^qjeriaientally, a plexiglass 
iBodel was constructed along the general lines of Figure 17(A), A 
semi-detailed drawing of the Mdel (not to scale) is shown in Figure 
22, Only recently Luthin and Efey (27) have constructed a model 
similar in principle to the one described here, but their technique 
of operation differs in several ii^rtant respects. 
The model was constructed to have a water reservoir at each end, 
in which water could be maintained at any desiz^ level. In every 
M 
instance excc^t one, the porous mediw was separated from the resezw 
voirs by screens as shotmi in the figure. In the case of the single 
exception (to be discussed later), an i^es^eable plate replaced the 
screen at the outlet end of the laodel. At the bottom of this plate 
was a rectangular opening, covered with screen, and with a height equal 
to 1/20 the length of the model. All of the flow would In this case be 
forced to move through the rectangular openingj no surface of seepage 
could occur. 
Perforated tubes, about l/4 in, in diameter and made of 100-^sh 
brass screen, mre placed vertically in the model at equally spaced 
horizontal intervals. The upper ends of these tubes were open to 
the atmosphere, while the lower ends were imbedded in the base of the 
t«7del. The lonwr end of each tube was connected to an individual outlet 
Figure 22, Itetaiied drawing (not to scale) of rectangular flow oodel. At the far left of the 
dlagrto is shown an erxi view. The top view, lipper center, does not show the angle 
braces and tube support, for reasons of siapiicity. The sectional views particularly 
illustz^te the detail at the bott«s of the perforated tubes used for measuring the 
position of the phreatic surface. 
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tube through the base of the aodel, and farom thence to a glass tube 
hereinafter referred to as a piezoiaeter. "Die detail of the outlets 
in the base of the model is shown in sections iil' and AA* in Figure 
22. By sseasuring the vmter levels in the piezometers, it was possible 
to record the position of the phreatic surface through the model. 
Ihe tqps of the perforated tubes were held in place by the tube 
support E shown in Figure 22, On one side of this support, provision 
was isiide to fasten tensiometers alongside the perforated tubes as 
shown in the figure. Each tensioraeter consisted of a sintered glass 
disc fused across the end of a glass tube. When the model was com> 
pletely filled with soil or other porous medium, the tensiosieters 
could be ^ unt^ on the tube support and placed in contact with the 
upper boundary of soil. Each tensioeieter was connected to a piezo-
mter, so by measuring the height of v^ter in the piezometer, the 
head at a point on the Aj^per boundary could be determined. 
Along the middle of the front panel of the raodel, a staggered row 
of holes was located. The holes were evenly spaced in the vertical 
direction, and in such a manner that the shortest vertical spacing 
between subsequent holes of the staggered pattern was 3 era., center to 
center. The diameters of the holes also were of the order of 3 cm., 
and this was the reason for staggering the pattern. If the holes had 
been placed one directly above the other, a definite line of weakness 
would have been introduced into the front panel. 
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These holes were closed with stoppers during the time that the 
model was being used for flow measurements. Then, after all the flow 
data v^re taken, the stoppers were removed and sas^les of the porous 
fflediuffl were rmoved with shaxpened brass sas^ling cylinders. Because 
of the difficulties encountered in a siaiilar sai^}lin9 $ch«ne for the 
semicircular model, a small hole drilled into the back panel 
c^posite each large hole. Each small hole was threaded to take a screw 
idth a rubber gasket, I3uring the san^iling of the porous material, 
these screws were r^ioved, thus permitting the snail holes to release 
any vacuum formed in withdrawing the sasqjling tube and san^le from the 
model. This technique worked well, and with a little care it was 
usually possible to remove a sais^ling tube vdth the contents intact. 
Thus, it ms possible to determine volurae weight and laoisture 
percentage on each sas^tle. 
An iraportant part of the raodel which is not sho«m in Figure 22 is 
a special two-piece cover raade of sheet plexiglass to fit over the top 
of the model, Without a cover, excessive evaporation of moisture might 
have occurred from both the soil and the free water surfaces in the 
reserwirs. However, the cover was not coaipletely air-tight. 
The system of external bracing also is not shown in Figure 22, 
A triangular system of angle-iron braces was constnicted both on the 
back side and front side of the model. The front braces are visible 
in the photographs of Figure 24, 
no 
At the bottom of each reservoir are tm external water connections. 
The larger of these connections serves as either an inlet or an outlet 
for the flow; the smaller serves either the inlet or outlet piezometer. 
It is from the inlet and outlet piezwneters that the total head loss 
is detesBined| hence, the dual arrangement for the outlets is necessary 
to prevent error in the piezometer readings due to dynastic loss through 
the inlet and outlet openings. 
The water levels in the reservoirs of the model are maintained by 
apparatus shown in Figure 23. The water supply reservoirs, which can 
be raised and lowered, are located at the left of the diagram and 
operate as iariotte bottles, Honnally only the larger water supply 
reservoir is used, but «^en its supply of water is nearly exhausted, 
the smaller supply reservoir is thrown into the line by means of the 
two-way stopcock (see figure), urtiile the larger vessel is refilled. 
Hence, the water levels in the flow model are not disturbed. If it is 
desired to measure the amount of water entering the model, the smaller 
supply reservoir my be r^laced by the modified buret at the extreme 
left of the diagram. ]^rmally, however, the discharge from the model 
is collected by the buret at the far right of the diagram. By 
recording the time reqpiired to fill the buret a certain amount, the 
flow rate can be determined. 
One difficulty that had been encountered in the experiments with 
the semicircular model was the accurate measurment of the head differ­
ence across the model. The ai^aratus used for maintaining the water 
Figure 23, DiagraMBatic re|>resentation of the devices used to maintain water levels in the 
model. In the diagraa, H r^resents the tJjse-average head difference. 
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levels was very siailar to that in Figure 23 except for the absence 
of the screw claii^s A, A*, and A* as well as the capillaries B and B', 
The vMter level in the piezometer E would fluctuate as bubbles were 
pulled frffla the air inlet tube of the supply reservoir. The *«ter 
level in the piezometer E* i^uld fluctuate as droplets were forced 
from the end of the discharge tube. Hence, in the measurement of H 
in Figure 23 there was considerable error. A similar difficulty had 
been encountered previously by Kiaricham (24, p. 97), 
The fluctuation was very materially decreased by placing capillary 
tubes B and B* into the piezometer lines. Due to the flow resistance 
of the capillary tubes, fluctuations in the piezometers were essentially 
choked out and the measurement of H, a time-average head difference, 
could be made accurately. 
Even so, for very slow mvement of v^ter, fluctuation again became 
troublesome, particularly in the outlet piezometer. This time the 
fluctuation ms effectively r«saoved by placing a screw cla^ A* on the 
outlet line and adjusting it until the water droplets fell steadily. 
The resulting constriction of the outlet line aj^arently caused enough 
flow resistance to counteract any backlash from surface tension forces 
at the outlet nozzle, A similar technique, using clasps A and A*, 
wK^rked very w»ll in the inlet lines. These constriction techniques, 
however, are applicable only to steady state flow. 
Ivie amJ Eichards (21) have developed a flow meter for very slow 
rates of flow. However, measurement of the head difference in their 
equipment is still only approximate because of surface tension effects. 
Figure 24, Two photographic views of the rectangular model in its 
ej^erimental arrangement. Note the pattern of head 
dissipation in the battery of piezometers located at 
the extrane right of the upper photograph. In both 
photographs the flow in the model is from right to left. 
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Photographs of the experimental setup are shown in Figure 24, The 
lower photograph shows a side view of the discharge buret, model, water 
supply reservoirs, piezometers, and two-»i«y stopcock. Note the vrfiite 
markings on the side of the model. These were w^ite guinned labels 
placed to aark off equal Increments of height. The vertical distance 
between the tops of these labels was equal to one-tenth the length of 
the soil column in the model. At the time the picture was taken the level 
of soil in the model was at the tc^ of the 7th increment of height. Note 
also the capillary tube in the outlet piezometer line near the lower 
right-hand corner of the model. 
The upper photograph shows an end view. The water levels in the 
battery of piezometer tubes are visible at the extreme right in the 
picture. The inlet and outlet piezmeters are located at the iiwnediate 
left of the battery of piezometers. The water levels in all of the 
piezometers are read with a cathet<M»eter not shown in the photographs. 
Operation of the model 
The basic principles in operating the model can best be umlerstood 
by referring to Figure 17(A), First of all the model is filled with 
porous medium to the height ho, Water is intz>oduced into the end 
reservoirs of the model slowly so that the porous medium can wet by 
capillarity, since it is not feasible to displace the air with carbon 
dioxide. After the water levels in both end reservoirs have risen to 
a height slightly greater than h^, so that the porous medium is every-
vAere saturate! under pressure, the inlet level is restored to h^ 
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(or very slightly below) and the outlet level is reduced so that a 
head difference AH is maintained. The experimental evaluation of 
Ah is the time-average head difference H shown in Figure 23. When 
the flow rate has become constant, the values of the time-average 
head and the flow are measured. A pattern of head dissipation 
(phreatic line) through the niodel is also taken, as well as the 
tenperature of the «®ter to correct for viscosity. It is from this 
set of Measurements that a corrected reference flow % is eventually 
calculated. 
After the steady state flow for the colu»n of height h^ has been 
measured, more medium is added, vi«tted by capillarity, saturated under 
pressure, and then the levels are restored to their fortner positions, 
or very close thereto. The flow, the tirae-average head difference, the 
'B' 
tea^erature, amJ the phreatic line are again measured for the steady 
state. The resulting flow now includes flow in the fringe. The process 
is r^eated until the top of the model is reached. If desired, the 
tensiometers can then be stationed along the upper surface of the medium 
and the head dissipation pattern determined for the upper boundary. 
After the last flow measurement is taken, the model is sanpled for 
moisture as described earlier, A cosqalete set of data for flow, 
phreatic line, and moisture, will be hereinafter referred to as a run. 
Only one set of tensiouieter readings on the upper boundary was taken 
during the vdiole course of ejqperimentation. 
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For the first run, the outlet boundary of the porous medium was 
separated from the outlet reservoir by a brass plate with only a small 
jrectangular screened opening at the bottom, the height of which was 
eqpjal to L/20, This was done to make sure that there would be no 
surface of seepage on the outlet boundary above the outlet water level, 
Ihe plate was not used in subsequent experiments for reasons ij^ich will 
now be explained. 
If only an initial measurement can be taken to specify qg, it 
becomes questionable whether this is a valid reference flow since a 
coH^lete run may require a week's time. In spite of one's best efforts 
to prevent it, the hydraulic conductivity may change soraewtfiat with time, 
especially if more material is piled upon the wetted medium in the 
bottom of the model, possibly resulting in coi^action. Hence, it was 
deemed desirable to check on the pressure-saturated flow at regular 
intervals. This could be done as follows. When the medium of height 
h has been pressure-saturated by raising the water levels slightly 
above h, (Figure 17(A)) one then restores the inlet level to h and the 
outlet level to a distance AH below h, w^iere zl^H is of the same order 
of magnitude as previously, but not at the same location as before. 
The resulting flow can be corrected to the flow through the column of 
height h^ by multiplying by h^/h, Howver, this latter procedure is 
correct only if there is no iijpeitaeable plate over the outlet boundary. 
Now the proper geometrical correction for the plate could be made, 
but there is still another objection to it. The presence of the plate 
with only a small opening at the bottom will give rise to appreciable 
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vertical flow »*ien h approaches L in magnitude. Thus, the mtev would 
tend to flow down through the perforated tubes, and this would impose 
an unknown amount of error on the flow. So, the plate was replaced 
by a screen in all following experiments and AH never exceeded L/lO; 
hence, the surface of seepage was assumed to be negligible. This was 
borne out later by the shape of the phreatic line. In no case was 
there clearcut evidence for the existence of an appreciable surface 
of seepage. 
For all runs after the first, complete screens 2 ft, long were 
used to contain the ©rrfs of the soil column as shown in Figure 22, This 
made it possible to determine a reference value of flow based upon the 
whole soil mass, rather than upon only the lower part of it. Thus, the 
difference in time between a determination of the reference flow and 
a flow value with the water levels properly lowered, could be greatly 
reduced. 
The model and the mathematical solution 
In deriving the mathematical solution represented by Equations 53, 
54, 55, and 56, it has been assumed that K and AH remain constant, 
Ejqperimentally, however, it is easier to measure AH (or its equivalent, 
the time-average head H) and correct the flow accordingly. Furthermore, 
it is advisable also to correct the flow for viscosity. All ejqperiments 
were conducted in a constant-ten^perature room kept at 25® C,; however, 
since the tenperature did fluctuate about 1® C,, viscosity corrections 
were applied to all flow measurements. 
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IFollovdng th<» procedure used In developing Eq(uation 22, K ~ 
2x/\ f ^0 iod®P®™^®n't viscosity, r^20 ^^® viecoeity 
of water at 20* C,, and f^is the viscosity at the experimentally re­
corded teisi|>erature. Using this relationship to rewrite the equation 
for the reference flow q^ it it tcund that 
% - ^20^'\ » (64) 
where is the viscosity of the water vdien q^ is determined, and 
AH^j is the head difference. Substituting '^0^\2c/'V.^ Etpiation 
SI, and then co^ining Etpiations 51, 52, and 64 there results finally 
,y._. . - im - DA- * DU •TTT)!. 
KU2{®> j)/(ra 4. 1)6 + 1) ) ^  
#iere Cq/%L is the corrected flow ratio and is defined by 
%\p/\20^o 
(66) 
Ml mea8ur«M»nts of flow were corrected as irxiicated by Equation 66, 
Finally, a special georaetrical correction for q^, as determined 
from a column of height h^ or h, ne^s to be applied. As an exas^le, 
refer to Figure 17(A) and assume that the height of medit;BR is eq^al to 
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hjj. The flow i$ defined to be the pressure-saturated flow through 
the coluim of height h^. However, to measure the flow experimentally 
it is necessary to maintain a head difference AH, and this of necessity 
means that the level of mtex in th© outlet reservoir must be lower than 
hg by the amount of ah. Hence, there exists the equivalent of an 
impermeable plate of length AH at the outlet boundary. "Dius, the flow 
at the outlet boundary is forced to move through a height h^ - AH » hj^ 
(see Figure 20) Instead of a height h^. 
If the McNovm and Hsu ®)del of Figure 17(B) is cut on the line 
arKi only the left half of it considered, it is seen that this is 
the case of the previous paragraph. Hence the fteNown and Hsu solution 
can be used to correct the measured value of flow to obtain a more correct 
value for This correction was always applied «^ether was being 
determined from the flow through a column of height h^^ or h. In no 
case did the correction amount to more than 2 percent. 
When q^ was determined from a column of height h, the complete 
method of obtaining mm 
(a) Ifeasur© the flow and correct for viscosity and head, 
(b) Correct the result of (a) by the solution of McNown and Hsu. 
(c) Multiply the result of (b) by ho/h to obtain the value of 
the experimental q^. 
When qjj was determined from a height h^, step (c) above was omitted. It 
Should also be ei^hasized that the mcKJiflcations above apply only to q^ 
and not to the q which contains substantial fringe flow. In any event 
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the flow In the fringe can only be measured with both the inlet and 
outlet levels substantially lowered as in Figure 17(A), 
It is also of interest to know how the theoretical flow ratio 
curve is affected by slight variations of the lengths h^ and hj^ 
(Figure 20) as would occur estperimentally. To check this, the case of 
hjj s L/10 (Curve A, Figure 21) was chosen. It was felt that the 
maximum possible error would be 2 am, in }\j and 4 ram, in hj^. For the 
actual dimensions of the rawjdel these would correspond to percentage 
eritirs of 3,3 and 13,1 respectively. Choosing these errors to induce 
the maxim« variation in q/%j it was found that the error in q/q^ 
amounted to 3,2 percent vrfien h/h^ was near unity, and 1,3 percent 
#ien h/ho was very large. Hence, the flow ratio curve is relatively 
insensitive to minor variations in h^ and hj^. 
Flow ligpids 
This subject has been adecpately discussed In Investigation I, 
The flow liquid used for the rectangular model was the same as used for 
the semicircular model except for the type of calcium cos^und in solu-> 
tion. Since calcium chloride solution Is sometriiat difficult to prepare, 
gypsum (CaS04»21^0) was used instead. To provide approximately the same 
anKJunt of calciiwj ion in solution as a 200 pfwa, solution of calcium 
chloride, It Is necessary to use a 2S0 ppm, solution of calcium sulfate 
(CaS04), or 316 pfwi, of g>T3Sum (CaS04-2l^0), Thus, the flow liquid for 
all experimentation «dth the rectangular model «®s a water solution of 
250 ppn, of calcium sulfate and 400 p|^, of toluene. 
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R)roys materiaIs used 
Sand and Marshall silty clay mm used in the rectangular model. 
The sand was taken from a natural deposit in a sand pit operated by the 
Iowa Highway Coiroission south of Belle Plaine, Iowa, The Marshall silty 
clay was the same as that used in the semicircular model, except that 
three different size ranges of dry aggregates weare used. These were 
the ranges from 1,17 ~ 0,42 fwn,, 0,42 - 0,15 mm,, and the material 
less than 0,15 mm, in size. The numerical values refer to the sizes 
of the screen openings. 
Table 5 shows a size analysis of the sand and Marshall soil, 
detenained on air-dry san^les. No size analysis is showi for the Marshall 
soil in the size rang® below 0,15 ram, since the smallest screen used 
for the size analysis was 0,10 m. 
Table 5, Air-dry size analysis of sand 
and Marshall silty clay 
Size range, Percentage of sample 
mm. Sand Marshall, Marshall, 
1,17-0,42 BUB, 0,42-0,15 mm, 
1,00 < 0,4 16,0 0,0 
1,00 - 0,50 7,8 68,3 0,0 
0.50 - 0,25 47,7 13,6 53,6 
0,25 - 0,10 41,5 0,7 43,1 
0.10> 2,6 1,4 3,3 
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It may seem odd that the tershall contains particles smaller than 
the supposed lower size limit. This merely is a measure of the 
difficulty of reaving all of the fine particles in a given sample of 
material. Also, the sieving process itself may exert a degrading effect 
on the particles. 
Description of runs 
As Mentioned before, a •'run" is used to refer to the collection of 
data for flow, phreatic line, and asoisture on a given material filled to 
a given height in the model. The term "increment* as used below refers 
to a vertical distance of one-tenth the length of the model as discussed 
in connection vdth Figure 24, In all cases ^  = AH, 
Run Is The height h^ «^s equal to L/lOj AH r t/20 for all deter­
minations of flow. The material used was sand, the final height 
of «^lch was equal to L, The outlet boundary of the sand was 
separated from the outlet reservoir by a brass plate which con­
tained a rectangular opening at the bottom, of height t/20 and 
width equal to the width of the model. This was the only run for 
v^iich the plate ms used. For the remaining runs, the plate was 
replaced by a screen as irrficated in Figure 22, 
Hun 2: The material used was sand. Data were obtained for the 
case of h^ ^  L/5, r i/lOj and h^ = L/lO, AH = L/20. The head 
distribution along the upper sand boundaiy was measured for h * L, 
both for the case of the inlet water level at L and at l,/2. Finally, 
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with the inlet water level at L/2 and the outlet water level at 
0,45 L( H r L/20), two brass plates, of width ecpjal to the width 
of the model were inserts! to a dt^th of L/2. These plates were 
located at a distance of L/3 farom each end of the column. The 
flow was detejBBined both with and without the plates to provide 
an evaluation of the effect of the plates. The reason for this 
latter experimentation will foe explained in the Results and 
Discussion Section, 
Run 3s For the first part of the experiment, the sand v«s allowed 
to wet only by capillarity. To ensure capillary wetting, the inlet 
and outlet water levels never exceeded a height L/10 above the 
bottom of the model, "O^e maxiMn height of aaterial was 0,7L, 
After the last flow raeasurenent for the wetting capillary fringe 
was taken, the medium was pressure-saturated by raising the water 
levels. The final flow laeasureaent ms taken for a drying capillary 
fringe. The moisture distribution for the wetting fringe was 
deteirained on a separate sasaple. For all flow measurements, h^ « L/lO, 
A H r I./20. 
Run 4: The material used was Marshall silty clay, 1,17 - 0,42 nnn., 
with height h^ a l/10, AH « L/20. Final height of soil was L. 
Run 5; Again the material used ms Marshall silty clay, 1,17 -
0,42 mra,, hg s L/lO, AH « L/20. The final height of soil was 
slightly above the top of the second increment from the bottom of 
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the wxJel, 
Run 6: The material used was Marshall silty clay, 0.42 -
0.15 ran., hjj - L/lO, AH « L/20, The final height of soil was 
0.7L, or the top of the 7th increment from the bottom of the 
model. 
Run 7; The material used was Marshall silty clay, 0.15 mm., 
hp r L/10, ah = L/20, l^ie final height of soil was located 
about raid~way in the ard incresaent farora the bottom of the model. 
In all cases a determination of the shape of the phreatic line 
was taken for every flow measurement in every run. In all cases the 
moisture distribution, in a vertical direction, was determined after 
the last flow measurement was taken. Notice that in all cases except 
one (Run 3) the capillary fringe was that specified by the drying part 
of the hysteresis loop as discussed in the Review of Literature. 
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Results arki Discussion 
Flow ratios, sand 
The corrected ejqserimental flow ratios (see Equation 66) were 
calculated for Runs 1 ami 2 and plotted against the height ratios 
as shown in Figure 25-1, Curves Aj and A2 are to be compared with 
the theoretical Curve A, while is to be co8|>ax>ed with B, It is 
seen that the experimental curves are similar in shape to the 
theoretical curves, but disagree <juantitatively especially at the 
larger values of h/hg. The ejqpjerimental values of q/q^ are higher 
than the theoretical ones. Hence, there is no irKiication that the 
fringe is less efficient in contributing to the flow than is expected 
theoretically with the ass«ption of the same hydraulic conductivity 
in the fringe as in the pressure-saturated region. 
In Figure 26-1 are shovm the aoisture data correisponding to the 
curves in Figure 25-1, The sand does not appear to have been conpletely 
saturated at any point, even at values of h/h^ <1 v^ich are below the 
phreatic surface. However, detezntinations of rwjisture and volume 
weight below the phreatic surface were difficult to make, and in many 
cases could not be obtained for the sand, ftence, the saturation 
status beneath the water table is not known with certainty, but one 
would e^^ect the percentage saturation beneath the water table to be 
as high as, or higher than, the percentage saturation in the fringe. 
Figure 25. Ex|>eriJW!ntai and tii«aretical flow ratio curves. Curves A, B, a«sl & are riqsroduced 
froa Figure 21. The subscripts of the letters trtiich label t^ ejqperiamtal curws 
refer to the mariners of the runs described earlier in the text* The solid circle 
in II r^resents the flow ratio as assured after the sand colmn^ previously awtted 
only by capillarity^ had been twstted under hydrostatic |»essure to create a^drying 
capillary fringe. Note the close agrei^nt of this cheek point *4th Qirve A, 
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Qirve I of Figure appears to break at a height ratio of 
about 5, and reference to Aj of Figure 2S-I indicates very little 
increase in the flow ratio beyond the same point. A similar analysis 
on Curve 2 of Figure 26-1 and Dirve A2 of Figure 25-1 does not reveal 
such a specific behavior. Qirve seons to continue increasing even 
though the wisture saturation decreases shai^ly. The same behavior 
is noted in Bj, vAien cc^qaiared to its correspoi^ing i&oisture curve, 
Curve 3 in Figure 26-1, Hotwever, the similar behavior of Qjrves Aj 
and is not surprising since both were determined on the same column 
of sand. IHiis behavior of Curves Aj^ and B| suggests that there may be 
cases in which the zone above the capillary fringe makes a measurable 
contribution to the total flow. 
the flow ratio results of the wtting capillary fringe of Run 3 
are sho«m as Curve Ag of Figure 2S-I1, It is seen that the curve 
breaks shai^ly at a value of Vh^ = 4. In Figure 26-11 a pronounced 
separation also occurs hetmm Oirves 1 and 2, again at a value of 
J\/h^ near 4. Thus, the consistent behavior of the flow ratio cuzves 
and the moisture curve® illustrates clearly the hysteresis effect on 
the fringe. In the particular case illustrated here, the wetting 
fringe is very similar to the drying fringe exct^t that its height is 
less. This is reflected in both the flow ratio curves and the moisture 
curves. 
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It fhould be pointed out that Dirve 1 of Figuire 26-11 could not 
actually be dettmined for C^rve A in Figure 2S.I1. However, since 
the check point (solid circle in Figure 25-11) falls so closely to 
Curve A| it is felt that one is justifiiMj in using Curve 1 of Figure 
26-11 for coe^srison pui^oses. Iscperimntally, Djrve 1 does correspond 
to the check point. 
I^ad distribution, sand 
The dissipation through the sand column of the total head difference 
AH measured by detemining the heights of the water levels in the 
perforated tidses positioned vertically in the model. In a given tube, 
the aiaount of head undissipated, ^ ich is the sane as the amount of 
head remaining, is siaply the difference between the level of water in 
the tube and the level of water in the outlet reservoir. Thus, a plot 
of the head rimaining, as a function of distance along the length of 
the iBodel, would also r^resent the position and shape of the phreatic 
line as referred to the outlet water level. 
To reduce all graphs to a common unit, the head remaining was 
ejqsressed as the percentage of the total head difference AH. The 
distance of each perforated tube froea the inlet end of the colimin was 
esqpiressed as the percentage of the total distance i, the length of the 
model. 
Head distribution along the iwiter table. C^e of the first objec­
tives of the studies of head distribution was the evaluation of the 
effect of the capillary fringe ^ pon the shape of the phreatic line. 
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this can b© done by centring the pattern of the phreatic line wrtien 
h = hg to the patterns obtained h is greater than h^. Strictly 
speaking, the pattern obtained *i^en h « h© does not represent the 
case of zero fringe. In any ejqjeriaental determination of reference 
flow % (ndiether on the basis of h or h©, see page 118), there will 
always be a saall wedge«shap^ capillary fringe, since of necessity 
the outlet water level awst be lower (by AH) than the inlet water 
level. Although this fringe is s«all, rather than terming it "no fringe* 
it idll be referred to as "alnifflal fringe". 
In Figure 27 are shovm patterns of the phreatic line as determined 
froffl Run 2, i^ere AH « t/lO ami h© « L/S, For Figure 27, and also for 
the four »ore similar figures v^ich follow later, the numerical values 
of AH for each curve are given in the Appendix, Table 10, 
Qirve 1 in Figure 27 shmts the case of minimal fringe. The curve 
is essentially linear. As raore and laore fringe is added, the curves 
bulge upwards over about 60 percent of the length of the model nearest 
the outlet end, lOhte distortion is greatest for the first increment 
of fringe (see Curve 2), and becomes progressively smaller thereafter. 
Reference to Curve B| of Figure 25-1, which is the flow ratio curve 
corresponding to Figure 27, indicates that the flow ratio ms increasing 
as changed from 0,60 to 1.00 (or h/h^ changed fr<M» 3 to 5 in Figure 
1^1), !lenee, it ai^ars that the phreatic line will be distorted as 
long as there is an aj^reciable contribution of the fringe to the flow. 
Figure 27, I^tterns of phreatic lines through sat^ (Run 2) plotted 
as percentage of head remaining (referred to outlet 
level) against distance percentage fron inlet. Curves 
are shown as im>ken lines near the outlet to indicate 
possible uncertainty due to a surface of seepage indicated 
by the arrow, The flow ratio curve corresponding to 
this figure is Curve of Figure 25-1, 
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Itils litter point is brought out ware clearly by Figure 2®, 
vAiich is a set of |»hreatic curves coriwspomiing to the wtting fringe 
flow ratio curve, Aj, of Figure 25»XI, Again Qirve 1 of Figure 2® 
ihowt the case of rainiaal fringe. As the height increases to vdiere 
h/L « .4, (hA^ « 4), the phreatic line bulges as shoum by Curves 
2 and 3. 
From Figure it is also seen that the flow ratio (Curve A3) 
increases only very sl<wirly as changes from 4 to 7, Returning 
to Figure it is seen that Curve 4 is only slightly diffejrent from 
Qjrve 3 over the right half of the diagram. Howeveri as the change 
is made from the wetting fringe to the drying filnge, the flow ratio 
increases sharply as indicated by the check point in Figure 25-11• 
Again, a corre^miing bulge is found in Curve 5 of Figure 2S as 
c««^red to Curve 4, 
In both Figures 27 am! 23 there seems to occur a depression of the 
phreatic line over the initial distance fro® the inlet end of the nodel. 
As more fringe is added, the trend seems to reverse. However, the 
behavior near the inlet seems less regular and certain than the behavior 
over the part of the ®iHiel near the outlet end, 
Wear the Icwer right-harsKi corners of Figures 27 and 28 appear sraall 
arrows drawn as linear extrapolations of the last two points of the 
upperaost curves (C&irve 4 in Figure 27 and C^rve 5 in Figure 28), These 
are used to establish a maxima liait for a possible surface of seepage. 
In Figure 27 this would be about 4 percent of the head difference and 
Figure 28, Patterns of phreatie lines through sand. All curves are 
for the wetting capillary fringe except Curve 5 vdiich is 
for the drying check point. For Curves 1 to 4 the 
corresponding flow ratio curve is of Figure 25-11. 
Broken-line sections in the curves Indicate possible 
uncertainty from the surface of seepage ir%Jicated by the 
arrow in the lower right-harKi corner. 
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In Figure 28 about 8 percent. Since the head difference is only half 
as great in Figure 28 as in Figure 27, both estimations yield about 
the sane result, or about 2,4 m, for the head differences involved. 
When it is remeasbered that a 4 «, variation in the outlet height hj^ 
(see previous section, Es^eriWfntal Methods) affected the flow ratio 
curve by a i^xisMa of 3,2 percent, it is seen that the surface of 
seepage would be of the sam order of sngnitude as the e^qperimental 
error, Furthei^re if one deteirained the surface of seepage from 
Figures 27 areJ ^ by a curvilinear extrapolation, as would be more 
realistic, the surface of seepage would be still smaller. Hence, neglect 
of the surface of seepage seems fully Justified for this oodel as long 
as the head difference A H does not exceed L/lO, 
Head distribution along fringe boundary. Only in Run 2 were 
neasurements isade of the head distribution pattern along the upper 
boundary of porous mdiusi, in this case sar»i. Im cases were investi­
gated, (a) the inlet ^ ter level at the top of the porous medium 
(of height t) with the outlet isater level lo«s»r by AH s L/lOj and (b) 
the inlet water level at L/2 with the outlet water level again lower 
by AH ~ L/lO, In both (a) and (b) iseasur^aents were taken of the 
phreatic line as well as of the distribution pattern afforded by the 
tensioaeters, Iheoretical values for the distribution patterns along 
the upper boundary were calculated from Equations 58 and 60, All of the 
results, both experimental and theoretical, are shovm in Figure 29, 
Figure 29, Head distribution i^ttems along the i^i»r sand boundary deterained by tensioaeters 
lrt>edd«d slightly beneath the surface. For A the phreatic line was near the 
surface} for B it ii«s f^citioned approjdaately halfway dowi in the msdel. 
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Figw© 29A fives the results «^en the water levels were near the 
lipj^r boundary. It is seen that all three curves agree closely exce|»t 
near the outlet. This discrepancy between the theowitical curve and 
the phreatic line is not surprising. Near the outlet, the phreatic line 
1^11 need to be lower than the head at soae point on the upper boundary 
in order to provide a difference in potential w^ich «dll produce a 
dovmwird flow o^nponent. the tensi^^ter discrepancy will be discussed 
in the neart paragraph. 
liien the mter levels are loitered to the middle of the column, 
Figure 2S®^ the result for the head distribution along the upper boundary 
changes Mrkedly, the curve bec<»iing more flat and S(»ne«Aiat sigraoidal. 
"Oie agre«aent hetmm theory and ejqfjeriment is satisfactory, but the 
esqperimental curve is slightly rotated to*®rd the phreatic line. Some 
of this raty be accounted for by the fact that the tensi<^eter discs 
mm wt located right on the surface of the sand but tfvere iodbedded 
about 1-2 cm. below it} hence, they were nearer to the phreatic surface 
than they should have been. Ihis also would explain mm of the 
deviation of the last tensiometer point in Graph A, 
figure 2tB also illustrates the potential aschanisa operating to 
produce flow in the fringe. !lear the inlet side of the model, the 
head along the w^pper boundary is lower than the phreatic line, this 
being necessary to drive water upmrd into the fringe, ^ar the 
outlet side the head along the upper boundary is higher than the phsreatic 
line, IWls is necessary to drive water out of the fringe toward the 
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outlet l«vtl. Along the upper boundary itself the head at the outlet 
end is lo«®r than the head at the inlet em!. This is necessary to 
drive water along the upper boundary. 
Reference to 26-1 indicates that for the case just considered the 
upper boumJary of the capillary fringe should not have been below the 
tjg^per boundary of the model. To st^jply additional information on this 
point, the measured flow ratio was cra^ar^ to the theoretical flow 
ratio for this particular geometry. The theoretical value was 0.659j 
the experimental value 0,726} or about 10 percent greater than the 
theoretical. Thus, it ai^iears that fringe conditions were maintained. 
Results with Marshall sllty clay 
Flow results) coarse aggregates. In Figure ^  are shovm the 
theoretical flow curve A awl the ejqaeriaental flow curves for Marshall 
silty clay, Qirve is for the 1,17-0,42 ram, fraction, Run 4, In 
shape, A^, the e^qperioental curve, is sirailar to the theoretical, but 
It does not rise as high. 
In Figure 31-1 is shown the moisture saturation curve, <»>viou8ly 
there is a relatively snail capillaary fringe present since the moisture 
curve breaks very shaiply at a height ratio of about 3, Thus, in 
Figure ^  the failure of Curve A^ to rise higher may be attributed to 
a soall height of capillary fringe. 
This conclusion is ftarther si^ported by Figure 32, Curve I of 
this figure represents the phreatic line for the case of the minimal 
fringe, and Curve 2 shows the beginning fringe contribution. However, 
Figure W, Flow ratio curves for Sfershall silty clay. Curves A, B, arri D are reproduced frcw 
Figure 21, As in Figure 25 the std:>scripts refer to run nwljers. 
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Ourvts 3 and 4 coineide over the half-length of model nearest the 
outlet. In Hgwe 30 this corresponds to the flat portion of Curve 
trm hAo '• 4 to h/^ « 10, Hence, this is stj^porting evidence 
that there was relatively little flow in the added Marshall soil 
after the height ratio reached a value of the order of 3 or 4, 
Htoweverj on the basis of Qjrve 1 of figure 31-1, one would 
eailiect a full theoretical contribution to a value of • 3, 
¥et it is clear from C^irve in Figure that at m measured point 
the full theoretical contribution realized. 
How the mieture determinations, of necessity, anist be performed 
after the last flew measur^ents have been taken, Ihis means that 
the nwistiare curve laay reflect any effect of c<^action caused by the 
added soil. This idght nean that the pore sizes in the lo««r parts 
of the BMadel would be reduced, I!MIS, they would support a higher 
capillary fringe than they did «^en the actual flow measusrement was 
taken, 
iun 5 was Initiated to check this possibility. Only enough soil 
was put into the miel to pemit the taking of four moisture sai^les, 
<^ly one fl^nr ratio value could be detennined, 
Ihese results appear as Oarve Ag in Figure 30 and as Curve 2 in 
Figure 31-I, They do not point out any behavior basically different 
fxm the previous run, No, 4, with Marshall. However, one is forced 
to thir^ of a possible parallel to the idina soil of Investigation X, 
Perhaps the hydraulic conductivity is lowers because only a few 
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lajpg® ports are drained, but there are not enough of them to greatly 
affect the ooisture mntmt, 
Aggfregate stability. Since the SSarshall silty clay of size 
range 1,17-^.42 sm, did r«it fNJSsess a very large capillary fringe, it 
was decided to use a finer size range of dry aggregates. The coarser 
range had been chosen originally since it wis feared that finer 
particles might slake and seal t^en wetted. That such a breakdown 
is not excessive in the Itoshall silty clay, especially in the coarser 
aggregates, is shorn in Table 6. The dry size analysis of Table 5 
is shcnm along with a wet-sieve analysis using the same size screens, 
Results for two air-dry size ranges of Marshall are showi. 
Table 6, Hfeteap-stability of Marshall silty clay 
Percentage of sa;i»le 
Size range, 
nn« 
>1.00 
1,00-0.50 
0,50-0.:^ 
0,25-0.10 
<0,10 
Marshall, 1,17-0.42 am, Sfershall, 0.42-0,15 mm. 
ttey-sieved Wet-sieved Dary-sieved Wet-sieved 
16,0 
68,3 
13,6 
0,7 
1.4 
7,9 
41.5 
16.6 
13.6 
20.4 
0.0 
0.0 
53,6 
43.1 
3.3 
0.0 
0,0 
18,9 
19,2 
61.9 
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It is seen in fable 6 that «^n wet-sieved, over 60 percent of the 
coarser Marshall U*17'*0*^ m,) r^aains in watezwstable aggregates 
larger than 0,25 w. Ihis is the reason for the rather small capillary 
fringe, Cta the other hand, the finer fifarshall (0,42-0,15 m,) has over 
60 percent of its unter-stable particles snaller than 0.10 niffl. It 
should support a rather high capillary fringe. 
Flow results, fine aggregates, "Rte Stershall silty clay with air-
dry si2e jpange 0,42-0,15 an,, was used in 6, The flow ratio results 
appear as C^rve in figure 30, Again it is noted that nonAiere is the 
full theoretical contril^tion reaiiased. Yet, reference to Curve 1 of 
Figure 31-11 stows that the capillary fringe extends to a height 
corresponding to an ratio of 6, 
Returning to Figure 30, note the three heavy circles located under 
Curve and corresponding to height ratio wlues of 5, 6, and 7, The 
heavy circle farthest to the left was a flow ratio point determined 
according to the previously explained standard procedure. After It was 
dettxMned, the next IncreiBent (6th) of soli ms adkied, wetted by 
capillarity, pressure-saturated, and the ^lue of deteimined. The 
MAter levels were then lowered In preparation for the fringe measure-
nents, but vAiile the latter vwere being taken, it was seen that the surface 
of the soil had noticeably subsided, ai^rently because of the tension 
in the capillary fringe. Wnm the corresponding flow ratio ms calculated, 
it was the ralddle one of the three heavy circles. So, instead of adding 
mxe soil, the water levels were once again raised, the already wet 
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aediuH! was pressure-saturated t secorxi time| and a new value of 
was obtained. The levels were once again lowered and another capillary 
flow measurement taken, ihen the flow ratio was calculated according 
to the second set of weasurements, it was considerably larger than 
before. In the figure it is the point on for h/h^ « 6. 
A sinilar procedure «»as repeated on the next increment (7th} and 
again the two calculated values of the flow ratio were different, to 
about the same extent as for the 6th increment, Hence, the three heavy 
circles *»re onitt^ in dratdng Ourve 
On the basis of the behavior Just described, one ndght postulate 
that Curve fails to coincide «dth the theoretical curve because of 
cumulative c^^ction in the lower part of the aodel. This would seem 
plausible since the reference flow is determined on the basis of 
the vi^ole soil colufm. A decrease in conductivity in the lower layers 
Bight be counterbalanced by the fairly large conductivity in the 
relatively uncoapacti^ ijqpper layersi hence, might not decrease 
markedly because of the coa^action. Hovwever, v^en the water levels 
are lowered for the measurment of the fringe flow, the coB^>action in 
the lower layers could result in pronounced changes in the flow. Hence, 
because of the collection, a false lowering of the flow ratio curve 
could result. 
An ir»lependent means of detecting flow in the capillary fringe is 
needed. This, fortunately, is provided by the set of phreatic line 
patterns shown in Figure 33. From the figure it is seen that the phreatic 
Figure 33. Pfereatlc line patterns through istershall »ilty clay of 
size 0,42-0,15 m. Curves are shown as broken lines 
near the outlet utitre it is thought that a surface of 
seepage, however sj^ll, might exist. The corresponding 
flow rati© curve for this set of phreatic line patterns 
is of Figure 30, 
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line bulges definitely upward for every added incr«B)ent of soil. The 
comparison bet*»en Curves 3 and 4 is especially illuminating. These 
curves indicate that an appreciable flow contribution does exist for 
the 5th increaenti h&mmxf the flow ratio value (left heavy circle 
under Curve in Figure 30) a® originally deteiwined injplies a decrease. 
Thei^fore, it appears that one is justifiei in discarding this erratic 
value of the flow ratio. In general, Figure 33 rather strongly in|jlies 
that the extreae lotw»ring of Curve % in Figure 30 is not real. 
The aresults of Run 7, inwlving Ifershall silty clay smaller than 
0,15 MB,, are shown in Aj of Figure 30 and Qirve 2 of Figure 31-11. 
Itothing particularly new is illustratedj however, the single esqperi-
jnental point for the flow ratio is not far below the theoretical value. 
Additional cosipaction study. Since volume weight data were taken 
in connection tdth the moisture data, it was possible to study the 
aatter of con^action sc®ie«#iat further. This was done by plotting the 
voluae weights against height above the bottom of the model. Hie 
results are shown in Figure 34, Since the points exhibit considerable 
scatter, linear regression lines were fitted to each set of data by 
the method of least squares (32), 
Curves 1 and 2 are for the sarri of Runs 1 and 2 respectively. 
Curves 3 and 4 are for the respective size ranges of Itershall soil in 
Runs 4 and 6, In general it is noted that the lines have very little 
slope. 
Figure 34. Scatter diagram of voliase ismight plotted against height. 
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iteking th® wsual statistical assuii^tions of nowaally distributed 
iwJ®p®nd©fit errors, the significance levels of the slopes (regression 
coefficients) of the regression lines were calculatwJ using the procedure 
outlined by Ostle (32). th® significance levels *^re calculated by 
transfoimlng the coa^uted F-vilues and using the inco«f>lete beta-
function as tabulated by Bearson (34), The significance levels, along 
«»ith the regression coefficients, are showi in Table 7, 
A negative regression coefficient Is synono^us with a negative 
slope of the regression line, s^ich in turn in|>lles coiqpactlon in the 
lower parts of the model. However, frora Table 7, only Curve 3 of 
Figure 34 appears to represent evidence of real coapactlon. Yet It 
ms th® soil colwnn of Curve 4 (Run 6) that presented the strong 
evidence for conviction on the basis of flow and phreatic line measure­
ments. 
Table 7. Significance levels of the regression coefficients 
for the regression lines In Figure 34 
C^rv® no, 
(Fig. 34) 
Regression 
coefficient 
Significance 
level, percent 
1 +0,000410 52 
2 -0,000621 28 
3 -0,001547 0,05 
4 -0,000648 29 
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The failure of Curve 4 in Figure 34 to have a regression coef­
ficient of greater significance, ®ay have been due to a contacting 
effect induced by the additional cycles of water level raising and 
lowering as mentioned earlier. The Marshall soil corresponding to 
Curve 3 was not subjected to such additional cycles* 
It should be pointed out that the wlume weight study of coisfpaction 
is not very conclusive. However, on an overall basis, it is inqslied 
that coE^ction is uniiaportant in the sand| but that it may occur in 
the soil. Hence, any future studies regarding the capillary fringe 
sould be conducted according to a procedure which eliminates coiqpaction, 
or at least ainimizes its effect, especially if the studies involve 
soil. 
Frost the foregoing analysis of con^action, one might suppose that 
the esqperiaental control of this factor was in all cases veiy poor. 
Actually the difficulty occurred only in soil, and then only *rfien dry 
soil was put into the model on top of wet soil. For the first layer 
of dry soil placed in the model, there is no suggestion that variations 
in compaction were sufficiently large to cause marked variations of the 
hydraulic conductivity. This is illustrated by the phreatic line patterns 
of Figure 35, For each curve, the soil column had been placed in the 
previously e^ty model at one ti®e| no dry soil had been placed upon 
mt soil. In each case the height of the soil column was approximately 
O.a, Marshall silty clay of different size ranges was the soil used. 
Curve 1 is for the 1,17-0,42 am, range, Curve 2 is for the 0,42-0,15 mm. 
Figure 35, Mireatio line patterns (rainimai fringe—see text) for 
different air-dry size ranges ©f Marshall silty clay. 
Curves 1, 2, mM 3 corresporai to respective air-dry 
size ranges in aillimeters of 1,17-0,42, 0,42-0,15, and 
less than 0,15, The units for the h^raulic conductivity 
values in the box are centii)»»ters per hour. 
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range, and Curve 3 is for the range less than 0,15 nra. 
All of the curves are for a minimal fringe and in each case the 
total head difference is small, in a range from about L/20 to L/30, 
Now if the packing of the soil is such that the conductivity is constant 
throughout, a smooth, nearly linear phreatic line should result. In 
this regard the curves of Figure ^  are indeed satisfactory. Furtheiw 
n^re, the pattern is little changed even wrtien the saturated hydraulic 
conductivity is widely different faro® one curve to the next. 
Effect of obstructions in the fringe 
Since the capillary fringe is a region of tension, any holes, 
crevices, or cracks in the medium can function as iti^eztneable barriers. 
To study the effect of barriers ej^eriraentally, obstructions were 
formed by inserting two brass plates into the fringe through the upper 
boundary «tfien the model had been filled with sarri (Run 2), The inlet 
fsater level was laaintained at a height i/2 and the outlet level slightly 
lower, by the amount AH, Each plate, of width equal to the width of 
the aodel, was inserted to a depth of L/2, The horizontal distance 
between the plates ip«!S i/3. This ms also the distance from each 
plate to the nearer end of the model, 
A consideration of this geometry shows it to be merely a combination 
of three unit cells. Two of these are balanced (Figure 19), with d a L/2, 
h » L, and length ' i/3. The other cell is unbalanced (Figure 20), with 
d| a L/2, d2 a L/2 - AH, h = L, and length « L/3* However, since AH 
is small, d2 is set equal to d^ ami the balanced case applies to this 
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unit cell tl#o. Since the Mcltown and Hsu solution is equivalent to 
the solution for the balanced case, the theoretical value for q/q^ 
can be taken from the graph of Mcftovsn and Hsu (29), In using their 
solution, however, one »ust properly adjust for the different choice 
of reference flow as mentioned previously in the discussion of their 
solution. 
In Table 8 are shown the e)i|>eri®ental values of flow ratio, with 
and without plates, %propriate theoretical values are shotm for 
coiB^arison, It is seen that the plates do not reduce the flow as Bjuch 
as they should if the percentage error is to be kept the saiae. This 
could be accounted for by leakage around the edges of the plates, 
since they could not be placed against the walls of the iisodel tightly 
enough to caapletely prevent water loss around the edges. 
Table 8, Effect of obstructions (plates) in 
the capillary fringe 
Condition of the Flew ratio, q/q^^ Itercent 
capillary fringe ' ' error 
theoretical Ejqperimental 
Fringe only 1,42 1,50 • 6 
Fringe «dth two 
plates 1.15 1,31 + 14 
m 
The case r^resented by Table 8 w©8 made the subject of extended 
theoretical analysis. How does the floi» ratio decrease as more plates 
are added? Again the analysis was first made on the basis of balanced 
unit cells in t^iich d/h 1/2, The L/h variable for the unit cell 
decreases as more plates are added. The geoaietry is illustrated by 
Case 1 in Hfure M, 
A second analysis was made by assuming every other plate to be only 
half as long as the others, Bius, the unit cell is unbalanced| for it 
dj/h = l/4| and dg/h * 1/2, Again the L/h variable for the unit cell 
decreases as more plates are a<jkled. The unbalanced cells are illustrated 
by Case 2 in Figure 36, 
The variable plotted on the abscissa in Figure 36 is the total 
nuHtjer of plates per unit length of JKJdel, Strictly speaking it is not 
a continwus variable^ but it does approach continuity as the number of 
plates increases. At any rate It serves as a useful indicator of the 
nut^r of plates added. 
It is seen from Curves 1 and 2 that the Case 1 proc^ure is the 
aore effective aethcKi for reducing the flow In the fringe. Even so, the 
Case 1 procedure recfulres about 1 plate in every foot to reduce the 
fringe flow to about 10 percent of the flow beneath the phreatlc line. 
Hence it appears that the effect of the fringe la not easily suppressed 
unless the obstaructions are exceedingly nuaierous. 
Figuire 36, Theoretical curves showing th® effect of plates in reducing flow in the capillary fringe. 
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Anisotyopy 
All inaiyses so far have involved isotropic media. In natural 
soil®, however, the h^raulic conductivity is not always the same in 
all directionsi that is, natural soils are anisotropic in many instances. 
Frequently this aeans that the horizontal hydraulic conductivity Kjj is 
greater than the vertical hydraulic corrfuctivity Ky, 
According to lcll©»« and Hsu (29), the case of anisotropy can be 
analyzed for their rectangular geometry by calculating a new geometrical 
ecjuivalent length V from the relation 
V a . (67) 
Tti© value L' is substituted into the previous solution in place of tj 
otherwise the solution remains unchanged if kept in the form of q/q^. 
This procedia^ was applied to the unit cell of Case 1, Figure 36, 
assuming that Kj/Ky " 4, The results are shovsn in Curve 3. With respect 
to reducing fringe flow, it is obvious that the plates of Case 1 are 
more effective in an anisotropic soil (of the type considered here) than 
they are in an isotropic soil. From another point of view this implies, 
for the case here considered, that anisotropy reduces the relative firinge 
contribution to flow, 
TT»is result is not surprising if one considers «rtiat Kj/Ky - ^  
i!5^1ie8 for the fringe. As far as horizontal conductivity is concerned, 
the fringe is not handicapped as cos^ared with the region below. However, 
vertical flow into the fringe must occur before the fringe can contribute 
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to the total flow. Hence, since the vejrtical conductivity is reduced, 
relatively speaking, the fringe is handicapped since its contribution 
depemis lipon vertical coiB^onents of flow. If, on the other harri, Kv 
were greater than Kj,, the fringe contribution would be enhanced. The 
reasoning for this case follows the same lines as previously. 
It is also of interest to apply anisot^py considerations to 
Ciurve A of Figure 21, Again assume that - 4, This means, 
applying Equation 67, that 
V z = i/2 , 
Also, since h^ s t/io and d - i/20, the new quantities, irKiicated by 
priaes, bec<»n©$ 
h* r 2LV10 » iVS 
d* » 2LV20 « v/m . 
However, if the priraes are omitted, it is seen that the flow ratio 
curve for this case would be identical with Curve B, Thus it is shown 
once more that for the anisotropic case of the horizontal conductivity 
greater than the vertical, the relative contribution of the fringe is 
reduced. 
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coNausioj© 
In the following paragraphs it is to be renembered that the 
capillary fringe is defined as an essentially saturated zone, under 
tension, and in contact with a saturated zone in «rtiich the hydarostatic 
pressure in the water is greater than atmospheric, 
1, The contribution of the capillary fringe to the flow of water in 
porous media has been accounted for by niost investigators singly 
by assuming the existence of an added conducting layer. The layer 
is assumed to have a height equal to the capillary rise of the 
material and a conductivity equal to that of the medium containing 
water under pressure, 
2, The hydraulic conductivity of the capillary fringe is nearly equal 
to that of the same porous medium when saturated under hydrostatic 
pressure, the difference being on the order of 10 percent. Usually 
the conductivity is lower in the fringe, A small decrease may occur 
even if the fringe appears to be saturated as deteitnined fsrora 
moisture measurements, 
3, On the basis of head distribution along the boundaries of the flow 
systems investigated, potential considerations for the capillary 
fringe appear to be the same as if the region were under hydrostatic 
pressure. 
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4» If a capillary fringe is so located that the flow lines are 
lengthened, without an increase in potential along these lines, 
the fringe will retard the flow as coiqpared to that v^ich would 
occur »Athoyt a fringe. Ihis occurs theoretically for the simple 
case of the falling water table. Data taken from the literature, 
for both the siii^le falling water table aned the falling water table 
above tile lines, verify the retarding effect of the fringe, 
5, If, as in horizontal flow, a capillary fringe is added so as to 
increase the flow region and at the saae time increase the effective 
cross section for flow, the flow contribution of the capillary fringe 
is littited only by geometrical considerations. The theoretical 
solution for this geiMsetry, worked out for the first tirae in this 
thesis, predicts a fflaximu® fringe contribution of 170 percent w^en 
the height of the region under hydrostatic pressure is one-tenth of 
the length. The theory is adetjuately verified for sand and also to 
a satisfactory degree for soil. The results for soil are somewhat 
masked by e^qperimental difficulties with coa^ction. 
6, For horizontal flow in an anisotropic TOdium, v^ere the horizontal 
conductivity is greater than the vertical conductivity, the fringe 
contribution is lo«^r than for the same geometry in an isotropic 
medium. If the horizontal coreluctivity is less than the vertical, 
the fringe contribution is increased as coQf>ared to the isotropic 
case. 
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7, In hearizontil «®ter aoveroent, the shape of th© phreatic line is 
altered by the presence of a capillary fringe. The most p3r<»jiinent 
feature is an upward bulge near the outlet bouiKiary of the flow 
region, apparently necessary to drive the fringe flow through the 
outlet boundary beneath the outlet water level, 
8, Hysteresis affects the flow contribution of the capillary fringe 
by influencing the height of the fringe. The fringe forced by 
allowing the iaedi» to ml only by capillarity from the water table 
is always swiller in height than the fringe formed by first raising 
the mt%T table ami then lowne^ring it, Ejqjeriraentally, the hysteresis 
effect on the fringe contribution to flow is nicely verified for 
saraj, 
9, It is difficult to reduce the flow in the capillary fringe by insert­
ing plates into the fringe pei^endicular to the direction of flow, 
A large nwber of sizable plates is needed to reduce the fringe 
flow to w negligible fraction of the flow beneath the water table. 
This i»|}lies that natural barriers in the fringe, such as cracks, 
crevices, or woaa holes, have little effect in reducing the fringe 
flow unless they are extremely numerous, 
10, There is sorae evidence to indicate that even the unsaturated capillary 
zone above th© fringe way make a measurable contribution to the flow. 
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Ho general solution for the capillary fringe flow is presented. 
Each case must be considered on its own oerits. The general 
approach mentioned in Conclusion 1 seems fairly adequate and was 
us^ to good advantage in this study. However, over and above 
the general approach, one aust specify the problem before the 
fringe effect can be analyzed. 
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SUIidARY 
nte capillary fringe as defined in this sttKiy is a zone of porous 
mediuffl vMch is (a) essentially saturated with water, (b) under tension, 
ami (c) in iraaediate contact with a saturated zone in vtiich the pressure 
in the water is greater than atB«3spheric« In the usual cases, the 
capillary fringe is located directly above the subsoil v»ater table. 
For a horizontal falling water table, the capillary fringe was 
analyzed theoretically on the basis of a falling aeniscus in a capillaary 
tube. It »ias found that the presence of the fringe retarded the flow 
as coB^ared to that occurring without a fringe* Ejqjerimental data 
from the literature sii^portw! this conclusion. 
The fringe vssis further investigated with laboratory flow uwdels 
filled with sand or soil. The first model consisted of a semicircular 
arch constructed as a capillary siphon. It could be operated to work 
as either a system everyvidtere under hydrostatic pressure, or as a 
tension syst€M simulating the capillary fringe. The mathematical 
solution for the flow was easily obtained using methods of potential 
theory# 
The results from this model indicated that the head distribution 
along the outer boundary practically unaffected *iSien the operation 
of the model was shifted from hydrostatic pressure conditions to 
fringe corulitions. Likewise, the hydraulic conductivity decreased 
only a small aarount provided that essential saturation was maintained 
throughout the model. 
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The second model «ias rectangular in shape and contained a vmter 
reservoir at each errf, with porous medium between the reservoirs. 
By ponding water in the reservoirs and maintaining a small head 
difference between them, the effect of the fringe for horizontal 
flow could be determincKl. In aiMition, the problem was solved raathe-
raatically, assuming the hydraulic conductivity to be the same both 
above ami below the water table. An exact solution was obtained in 
elliptic integrals, 
Isiperimental results with sand verified the theoretical solution 
for the rectangular oiodel. As an exas^lei consider the case in tdiich 
the part of the soil column beneath the water table is one-tenth as 
high as it is long. It wis found that the theory predicts a maxinwm 
flow contribution ftom the fringe of 170 percent «ft)ten o^ared to the 
flow occurring beneath the water table. This was verified e^qperi-
mentally, Purtheraiore, with respect to hydraulic conductivity and 
the distribution of head along the fringe boundary, the es^erimental 
results for the rectangular TOdel were in agreement with those found 
for the smicircular model. 
For soil the fringe contribution to the flow seatted to be masked 
by variations in coiE^ction, However, supplementary studies indicated 
that flw in the fringe for the case of soil would be correctly described 
by the theoretical solution if the coiqpaction error did not exist. 
The aiathe»atlcal solution «ms derived for isotropic flow, but the 
theory can be extended to include the anisotropic case w^ierein the 
hydraulic conductivity of the raedlura is not Independent of the direction 
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of flow. For anisotropy in v^ich th® horizontal conductivity i$ 
greater than the vertical, which is the more conaaon case in soil, 
the flow contribution of the fringe is reduced as co8¥>ared with the 
isotropic case, Wien the vertical conductivity is greater than the 
horizontal, the fringe contribution is increased as con|}ared to the 
isotropic case. Both results are easily explained qualitatively 
by considering the flow resistance encountered along a streaialine 
»dtich passes through the fringe. 
In horizontal flow, the shape of the water table is altered by 
the presence of a capillary fringe. The most p3«)iainent feature is 
an upward bulge near the outlet boundary of the flow region. 
Apparently the bulge is necessary to drive the fringe flow through 
the outlet boundary beneath the water table. 
Hysteresis also affects the flow contribution of the capillary 
fringe. This is largely ® matter of the height of the fringe. This 
height will be greater if the porous medium is first saturated under 
pressure and the mter table subsequently lowered. A staaller height 
results if the porous nediw wets by capillarity from a water table 
maintained at a constant level, Ihe difference in fringe height arrf 
fringe contribution to the flow were deincnst:7ated eiqperiiaentally 
with sand, tlo m@asur«nents were made for soil, 
ixperiraental arxi theoretical studies were conducted on reducing 
the flow in an existing capillary fringe by inserting plates Into 
the »edl«M perpei^icular to the direction of flow. It was found 
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difficult to reduce the flow by such raeansj that is, a relatively 
large number of plates is required to induce the flow in the 
capillary fringe to t negligible amount. Hence, it is concluded 
that natural barriers in the fringe, such as cracks, crevices, or 
wor® holes, will not greatly reduce the flow contribution of the 
fringe. 
Some of the experifflental studies Indicated that even the flow In 
the unsaturated zone above the fringe cannot always be neglected. 
However, the detailed study of this effect Is left to future Investi­
gation, 
No general solution for the flow contribution of the capillary 
fringe can be given. In all cases the capillary fringe Increases 
the size of the conducting region. However, this size Increase and 
the flew velocities through it will depend upon the bouiKlary condi­
tions of the specific problem. 
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APPE®IX 
Table 9, Calculation of flow ratio curve A in Figure 21, Initial 
Height s L/10, Ad = L/20, hj * L/20 
h/ho L/h n di/h m dgA j 
1,9403 5.1538 1.0024 0.48462 1.0013 0.74231 1.0004 1.675 
2.9578 3.3809 1.0403 .66191 1.0102 ,830^ 1.0027 2.143 
3.9768 2.5146 1.1666 .74854 1.0280 .87427 1.0060 2.440 
5.0000 2,0000 1.4142 .80000 1.03^ .90000 1.0086 2.548 
5.9750 1.6736 1.7883 .8^64 1.0405 .91632 1.0102 2.622 
6,3714 1.4553 2.2818 .85447 1.0443 .92723 1,0111 2.661 
8,0717 1.2389 3.2361 .87611 1.0471 .93806 1,0118 2.688 
9,1204 l.0%4 4.4454 ,890:^ 1,0484 .94518 1,0120 2,700 
9.9611 1.0039 5.7588 .89%1 1.0490 .94980 1,0122 2,706 
00 0 00 1 1.0498* 1 1,0124®* 2.712 
limiting value calculated from Equation 62, 
Limiting value calculated froia Equation 63. 
Table 10, Total head differences for the phreatic line patterns of 
Figures 27, 28, 32, 33, and 35, The head difference AH 
is expressed in centimeters of water 
Figure 27 Figure 28 Figure 32 Figure 33 Figure 35 
Curve Curve QiTve Curve CXirve 
no. AH no. AH no. AH no. AH no. A-H 
1 6.16 1 3,03 1 2,44 1 2,98 1 2.19 
2 6,02 2 3.03 2 3.06 2 3.05 2 2.96 
3 6,08 3 3.05 3 3,02 3 3.02 3 3,26 
4 6,19 4 3,01 4 3,07 4 3.(B 
5 2,99 5 3.08 
